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Abstract
Energy consumption has recently become a key issue from both environmental and economic
considerations. A typical mobile phone network in the UK may consume approximately 40-
50 MW, contributing a significant proportion of the total energy consumed by the information
technology industry. With the worldwide growth in the number of mobile subscribers, the
associated carbon emissions and growing energy costs are becoming a significant operational
expense, leading to the need for energy reduction. The Mobile VCE Green Radio Project has
been launched, which targets to achieve 100x energy reduction of the current wireless networks
by 2020. In this thesis, energy-efficient resource allocation strategies have been investigated
taking the LTE system as an example.
Firstly, theoretical analysis of energy-efficient design in cellular environments is provided ac-
cording to the Shannon Theory. Based on a two-link scenario the performance of simultaneous
transmission and orthogonal transmission for network power minimization under the speci-
fied rate constraints is investigated. It is found that simultaneous transmission consumes less
power than orthogonal transmission close to the base station, but much more power in the cell-
edge area. Also, simulation results suggest that the energy-efficient switching margins between
these two schemes are dominated by the sum total of their required data rates. New definitions
of power-utility and fairness metrics are further proposed, following by the design of weighted
resource allocation approaches based on efficiency-fairness tradeoffs.
Apart from energy-efficient multiple access between different links, the energy used by indi-
vidual base stations can also be reduced. For example, deploying sleep modes is an effective
approach to reduce radio base station operational energy consumption. By periodically switch-
ing off the base station transmission, or using fewer transmit antennas, the energy consumption
of base station hardware may decrease. By delivering less control signalling overhead, the
radio frequency energy consumption can also be reduced. Simulation results suggest that up
to 90% energy reduction can be obtained in low traffic conditions by employing time-domain
optimization in each radio frame. The optimum on/off duty cycle is derived, enabling the
energy consumption of the base station to scale with traffic loads. In the spatial-domain, an
antenna selection criterion is proposed, indicating the most energy-efficient antenna configu-
ration with the knowledge of users’ locations and quality of service requirements. Without
time-domain sleep modes, using fewer transmit antennas could outperform full antenna trans-
mission. However, with time-domain sleep modes, using all available antennas is generally the
most energy-efficient choice.
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This thesis is devoted to the energy-efficient resource allocation design taking the long term
evolution (LTE) system as an example. It focuses on the downlink transmission techniques from
radio base stations (RBS) to mobile user terminals (UT). In the introductory chapter, the origin
and motivation of this work will be provided in Section 1.1. The overview of the organization
of the remaining chapters will be presented in Section 1.2. Finally, the main contributions of
this thesis will be summarized in Section 1.3.
1.1 Motivation
Climate change and the need to reduce energy consumption are today widely acknowledged.
In 2007 China overtook the US as the top CO2 emitter, whilst its economic growth continues
unabated at 10% pa. For a 24-hour UK digital broadcast TV network the power consump-
tion is about 2MW. For comparison, a typical mobile phone network in the UK may consume
about 40 MW, excluding the power consumed by the users’ handsets. For comparison, mobile
networks in China today will have about 10x the number of subscribers, and proportionately
higher power consumption reflecting the size of the country; as subscriber numbers grow these
figures will increase. The carbon footprint will become an increasingly important constraint
in future system design. Put simply, there is a need on environmental grounds to reduce the
energy requirements of radio access networks. From an operator’s perspective, reduced energy
consumption translates directly to the bottom line: lower operating expenditure (OPEX). These
are the key drivers of the Green Radio programme [1].
In order to reduce the energy consumption of mobile phone networks, relevant techniques can
be either derived from the network architecture aspect or the protocol stack aspect. The net-
work architecture aspect refers to changing the existing network structures to offer potential
reduction in energy consumption. For example, moving the access network closer to the user
using femtocells enables a reduction in the required transmit power, although this is achieved
at the expense of increased backhaul requirements. Suitable architectures and topologies which
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trade off these factors to achieve a net gain must be identified. Regarding this, [2] discussed
four fundamental tradeoffs in mobile wireless networks: deployment efficiency and energy effi-
ciency tradeoff, spectrum efficiency and energy efficiency tradeoff, bandwidth-power tradeoff,
and delay-power tradeoff. With the help of these tradeoffs, key network performance/cost in-
dicators can be analyzed together. In [3], the effects of cell size on energy saving and system
capacity are analyzed, which suggests small-cell based future mobile communication systems
have the potential to improve energy efficiency. However, system interference needs to be mi-
grated for the sake of energy conservation. An increased density of wireless access devices
require the effective utilization of multiple access techniques. In [4], a novel frequency-domain
multiple access scheme for uplink transmission is presented, providing better performance than
the single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) strategies in terms of power
efficiency, robustness, flexibility and scalability. In [5], energy efficient resource allocation is
analyzed based on time division multiple access (TDMA) over fading channels. Furthermore,
incorporating relay into the network architecture also has the potential to achieve energy sav-
ings. Exploitation of location and mobility information with regard to relays can enhance these
benefits. In [6], the energy efficiency by deploying different relay schemes such as amplify
and forward, decode and forward, and block Markov coding are compared with that of direct
transmission. In [7], a new approach of relay selection using a threshold-based transmission
protocol is proposed for a system with multiple amplify and forward relays and users.
Techniques across protocol stack will also help with energy conservation. This refers to either
reducing the required radiated power to achieve certain quality of service (QoS), or reducing
the overall power to achieve the required radiated power. For the former case, effective ra-
dio resource management and signal processing may reduce the radiated power requirement to
maintain the required QoS. In [8], cognitive radio is used to deliver Green Communications. By
cognitively determining the assignment and use of the available spectrum, the modulation level
can be adapted to minimize energy consumption. In [9], a game-theoretic model is proposed
to study the cross-layer problem of joint power and rate control with quality of service con-
straints in multiple access networks. For the latter case, power and energy efficient hardware
implementation of the necessary functionality will facilitate a reduction in total energy con-
sumed relative to the radiated power. In [18], Nokia has developed a new antenna technology
which incorporates elements of the base station within the antenna, thus reducing the footprint
of base stations and lowering power consumption. In [19], a high energy efficiency multimode
broadband power amplifier is proposed for the LTE base stations.
2
Introduction
Although various techniques can contribute to energy-efficient communication system design,
here we only focus on the resource allocation problem for LTE downlink transmission. Since
the design of the LTE physical layer is heavily influenced by the requirements for high peak
transmission rate (100 Mbps downlink/50 Mbps uplink), spectral efficiency, and multiple chan-
nel bandwidths (1.25-20 MHz), orthogonal frequency division multiplex (OFDM) was selected
as the basis for the LTE physical layer to fulfill these requirements. The unit of resource assign-
ment is a physical resource block (PRB), which is 10 ms (1 radio frame) in the time-domain and
180 KHz (12 subcarriers) in the frequency domain. Within a specific cell, different users are
assigned different PRBs, thus interference can be avoided if perfect orthogonality is assumed
among different subcarriers. For users in different cells, co-channel interference may still exist
if the same frequency bands are used for transmission. For energy-efficient design, an appro-
priate allocation of subcarriers and frequency-domain scheduling across multiple cells can help
reduce the overall network interference. For example, geographically separating the two ac-
tive links in the neighboring cells will generally improve signal to interference plus noise ratio
(SINR). To maximize system reuse efficiency, soft frequency reuse (SFR) techniques are also
suggested in LTE [10]. Although interference mitigation has been studied for many years, most
of these research targets to improve system throughput, or spectral efficiency. Further analysis
is required from an energy efficiency perspective.
Apart from the considerations in the frequency-domain, energy saving can also be obtained
from the time-domain. Instead of focusing on the multi-cell cooperation, here we start with
analyzing LTE control signalling. In LTE, 1 radio frame is composed of 10 subframes, each
of which is 1 ms in time. For each subframe, about 5% to 30% of the time is used for control
signaling, which generally includes the signals for channel estimation, user-specific resource
assignment, system configuration and synchronization etc. In the first release of LTE, these sig-
nals are always delivered in each subframe even there is no user data for transmission. There-
fore, potential energy saving can also be achieved by gating off the control signalling which
is not necessary in the time-domain. During the inactive time period, the energy used for sup-
porting the relevant hardware operation may also decrease. This is similar to the time-domain
sleep modes in [11] and [12], where the mobile user terminals can be switched among different
modes based on the current traffic loads. The difference is that here we focus on switching off
base stations rather than user terminals. This is due to the base station energy contributing to a
large proportion of the total network energy consumption. Designing base station time-domain
sleep modes may result in large energy reduction gain. Also, it is expected that the energy used
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for operating the base station circuits and cooling etc will reduce correspondingly.
Further, the sleep mode idea can be applied in the spatial-domain as well. As multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) system is now widely deployed. It could be argued that switching off
antennas could conserve energy. From the circuit energy consumption perspective, power am-
plifiers which are often equipped on each individual antenna generally consume lots of energy.
Thus gating off radio antennas can reduce the energy for operating antenna circuits. However,
as MIMO can improve spectral efficiency and enable high data rate transmission based on spa-
tial diversity and multiplexing, whether switching off antennas could reduce radio frequency
(RF) energy consumption is still an open problem.
1.2 Thesis Structure
As discussed above, co-channel interference, excessive control signalling and relevant hard-
ware energy consumption are the main sources that waste energy in LTE. Taking these into
consideration, in this thesis we will study the resource allocation problem from the frequency,
time and spatial-domain perspectives. The thesis structure is summarized as follows:
Chapter 2
This chapter starts with introducing the concept of Green Radio, specifying the potentials and
targets of energy efficient communication system design. It provides a literature review of the
current energy efficiency metrics, which are essential for defining the optimization problems in
the following technical chapters. Then, some background information about cellular communi-
cation, mobile channel propagation models and the Shannon capacity is introduced. After that,
some basic theoretical methods of power allocation are described for spectral efficiency max-
imization, following by discussions of scheduling, efficiency-fairness tradeoffs, system con-
straints and discontinuous transmission/reception modes from a practical perspective. Finally,
we present some basic introduction to MIMO systems.
Chapter 3
This chapter studies the effects of frequency allocation on network energy minimization. As-
suming a two link scenario, several multiple access techniques for achieving the same data rate
requirements are compared in terms of energy consumption. Analysis and proofs are provided
to illustrate whether non-orthogonal transmission or orthogonal transmission is more energy-
efficient. After that, new metrics of energy efficiency and fairness are proposed. The tradeoffs
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among energy efficiency, fairness and outage probability are further discussed. Finally, we ex-
tend our study to a multiple link scenario and demonstrate the idea of deploying energy-efficient
soft frequency reuse.
Chapter 4
This chapter describes the effects of switching off radio base stations during certain time periods
on energy conservation. Starting with the analysis of base station energy consumption models
and network traffic profiles, the potential of deploying time-domain base station sleep modes
is summarized. Then, analysis regarding how to choose the sleep mode duty cycle is presented
based on the assumption of a slow fading scenario with a single user single-input single-output
(SISO) system. Finally, simulations demonstrate the significant energy reduction gain of the
proposed scheme.
Chapter 5
This chapter extends the sleep mode idea described in Chapter 4 into the spatial-domain. In-
stead of switching off a number of subframes in the time-domain, individual transmit antennas
can be gated off depending on the network traffic profile. An detailed estimate of control sig-
nalling overhead size is provided based on the LTE physical layer structure. Then, the energy
consumption of SISO, 2×2 MIMO and 4×4 MIMO is compared based on the energy tradeoff
of LTE control signalling and user data transmission. Assuming known channel conditions and
user data rate requirements, an antenna selection criterion is further proposed. In addition, the
combined spatial-time sleep modes are simulated, followed by a brief discussion of multi-user
scenario extensions and scheduling strategies. Finally, some practical application issues such
as how to deploy sleep modes in the delay-sensitive Voice over IP (VoIP) application, and how
to incorporate them into legacy handsets are suggested.
Chapter 6
Finally, some conclusion remarks are presented and possible future work is described.
1.3 Contributions
Contributions from this research for energy-efficient resource management in LTE systems can
be summarized as follows:
• Mathematical analysis and modeling of two possible frequency allocation scenarios: non-
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orthogonal transmission and orthogonal transmission based on a two-link scenario. As-
suming the same rate targets and channel conditions, it is proved that the time division
multiple access (TDMA) based orthogonal transmission has the same energy efficiency
but higher peak power requirement compared to the frequency division multiple access
(FDMA) based orthogonal transmission. Also, non-orthogonal full bandwidth transmis-
sion outperforms FDMA-based orthogonal transmission at near-cell-center area in terms
of energy efficiency. This distance generally depends on the sum network data rate re-
quirements [13].
• Proposed a new energy efficiency metric ‘power consumption per bit’ and its correspond-
ing metric ‘power fairness index’ [13]. Compared with the old metrics, data rates are
considered to guarantee that reducing energy consumption would not sacrifice users’
quality of service. Also, the new metric can be easily combined with other embodied and
operational energy consumption terms.
• Time-domain base station sleep mode optimization for the single user SISO scenario. By
switching off a number of subframes per frame according to the current traffic profile,
energy reduction can be obtained by delivering less control signalling overhead. Based
on the base station energy consumption model, the energy used by operating antenna
power amplifiers (PA), cooling the base station, processing the baseband signals etc are
also expected to be reduced. The optimum time-domain sleep mode duty cycle is derived
in a closed-form. Simulation results suggest up to 90% energy reduction gains [14].
• Estimated the LTE control signalling overhead size for different antenna configurations
and control channel element (CCE) aggregation levels. Assuming a fixed transmis-
sion bandwidth, calculated the proportion each control channel contributes, including
reference signals (RS), synchronization signals, the physical downlink control channel
(PDCCH), the physical broadcast channel (PBCH), the physical control format indicator
channel (PCFICH), the physical HARQ indicator channel (PHICH) and the physical mul-
ticast channel (PMCH) etc. The amount of reference signals depends on the number of
transmit antennas, which contributes a high proportion of the total overhead. The amount
of PDCCHs depends on the CCE aggregation levels, or channel state information, which
also occupies a large proportion [15].
• Spatial-domain sleep mode design by gating off a number of transmit antennas. With
known channel state information (CSI) and data rate requirements, the optimum antenna
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configurations are identified to minimize energy consumption. By gating off individual
transmit antennas, the corresponding energy consumed by the antenna power amplifiers
can also be reduced [15] [16].
• Provided analysis of the combined spatial-time sleep modes. Simulation results suggest
that without the time-domain sleep mode, switching off radio antennas can achieve sig-
nificant energy reduction. With the time-domain sleep mode being enabled, the obtained
energy gains of further deploying spatial-domain optimization are trivial. Due to the






As wireless is becoming all-pervasive, the vision of the future information society is growing
more complex, moving from being an add-on to wireline communications to being an essential
enabler for multi-service ubiquitous communications. In this circumstance, intelligent design
for system optimization under different service requirements is imminently needed. Regard-
ing network and transport layers, an auto-configurable internet protocol (IP) based network
is suggested, adding great flexibility to future communication system design. For lower lay-
ers, efficient adaptation and optimization strategies for wireless resource management are also
essential under various QoS requirements [20].
Apart from these changes in the communication domain, its impacts on the environment must
be minimized. The potential market size and social acceptance always affect the emergence
of new inventions and technologies. With the expansion of population, the number of mobile
users are also increasing, implying a growth in demand for communications services and in-
creased capacity. Besides, it is noticed that the population density is geographically-dependent.
Thus, to achieve higher technical and economic performance, different strategies may be ap-
plicable to different scenarios. For high-density areas, increased number of links will cause
severe interference, which significantly degrades quality of service. High energy consumption
also challenges the power limits of communication devices. For low-density areas, inefficient
use of wireless devices makes communication expensive, due to the high cost in enabling and
maintaining effective long distance communications.
At the same time, wireless technologies are continually evolving, adapting to the new require-
ments in modern communications. For example, the LTE standard is designed to support a
wide range of terminals and high data rates. It also supports flexible carrier bandwidths based
on a simplified and IP-based structure [21] [22]. These new network features provide us more
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space for designing intelligent software solutions such as energy-efficient resource allocation
and packet scheduling strategies.
Based on the above points, the concept of Green Radio is proposed, aiming at economically
and environmentally efficient system design in modern communications [16]. Two aspects
have been focused on for Green Radio to date. One is to identify a green network architecture,
which means designing a low power wireless network and backhaul that still provides good
QoS. The other one is to identify the best radio techniques across all layers of the protocol
stack that collectively address the aspiration of achieving better power and energy efficiency.
Here, our interests are particularly drawn to the resource management aspect.
Starting with introducing the potential for Green Radio and targets for energy conservation in
Section 2.2, this chapter will provide some relevant background information for our energy-
efficient resource allocation schemes later in the thesis. In Section 2.3, we will summarize the
key points of wireless communication environments. In Section 2.4, the concepts of channel
capacities will be introduced, following by a brief description of resource management. Finally,
in Section 2.5 we will describe the basics of MIMO system.
2.2 Green Radio
Capturing the rapid increase of information and communication technology (ICT) energy con-
sumption, this section describes the objectives of Green Radio project and the relevant solu-
tions. A brief introduction to energy efficiency metrics is also provided.
2.2.1 Potentials and Targets
Currently there are 4 billion mobile phone users in the world. With the global population ex-
pansion and the prevalence of mobile phone devices, energy consumption and carbon dioxide
emissions will become a major concern of wireless network industries. The Mobile Virtual
Centre of Excellence (VCE) 2020 Vision documents state that a typical mobile phone network
in the UK consumes approximately 40 MW, excluding the power consumed by the users’ hand-
sets [1]. The worldwide telecommunications industry is currently responsible for 183 million
tones or 0.7% of the total carbon dioxide emissions, a figure which is increasing at a rapid
rate [23].
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Meanwhile, the high energy prices will increase the cost of operating cellular systems. As
shown in Figure 2.1, the network traffic including voice and data is expected to increase ex-
ponentially over time in the next few years. This will lead to an exponential increase of the
network energy cost. However, the revenue is expected to grow only linearly. The diverging
expectations for traffic and revenue growth suggest that we must reduce the energy use per bit
carried very significantly.
Figure 2.1: Mobile network traffic and revenue growth [24]
In order to develop more energy efficient and environmentally friendly wireless networks, the
Core 5 research programme of Mobile VCE decided to focus on the Green Radio concept. Us-
ing high speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) as the baseline system, it aims to deliver high
data rate services with a 100x reduction in power consumption over current wireless commu-
nication networks. This includes life time and embodied energy impacts, which refer to the
energy used to make the product, bring it to market, and dispose of it over the whole life cy-
cle. Since the proposed wireless access systems need to support multimedia service data rates
at much lower transmission energy levels, they will not come simply from more traditional
research on single aspects of the physical layer but will require holistic thinking. By 2020,
Vodafone aspirates the CO2 emissions can be reduced by 50% [1].
In order to hit this target, we start with analyzing cellular network energy consumption. Based
on the results shown in Figure 2.2, radio base stations are identified to be the most energy-
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consuming components, which use about 57% of the total network power. The energy spent
on mobile switching, core transmission, data center and retail is about 20%, 15%, 6% and 2%
respectively. Therefore, currently most energy-efficient designs are targeted towards radio base
stations.
Virtual Centre of Excellence in Mobile and Personal Communications 
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Green Radio: Technical Challenges 
Climate change and the need to reduce 
global energy usage are now accepted. 
Today 4bn people on the earth have access 
to a mobile phone; effective access to 
information and communications is a 
proven stimulus to economic development. 
Recent studies have shown the potential 
for IT to reduce energy consumption in 
other industries. As a key enabler of green 
solutions, on environmental and economic 
grounds, more energy efficient radio access 
networks are required.  
 
A typical mobile phone network in the UK may 
consume approximately 40MW, excluding the 
power consumed by the users’ handsets. From an 
operator perspective, reduced energy 
consumption translates directly to lower 
operating expenditure, OPEX. The need for 
reduced carbon emissions and OPEX costs for 
wireless networks are the two key drivers of 
Mo ile VCE’s Green Radio programme. 
 
 
Figure 1: Power consumption of a typical 
wireless cellular network (source: Vodafone) 
 
The Green Radio programme sets the ambitious 
goal of achieving a 100-fold reduction in power 
consumption over current wireless 
communication networks. This must be achieved 
without compromising (and preferably 
enhancing) the Quality of Service (QoS) for the 
user and without negative impacts to the 
deployment costs for network operators, 
equipment manufacturers, content providers, etc.  
 
The overarching goal of 100-fold reduction in 
energy use will be addressed by identifying the 
optimum network architectures for low overall 
energy use, and by developing techniques to 
minimise the power requirements of wireless 
communications. 
 
Architectures Aspects for Green Radio 
Alternatives to the existing network architecture 
offer the potential to reduce energy and power 
consumption. Moving the access network closer 
to the user enables a reduction in the transmit 
power required. This is achieved at the expense 
of increased backhaul requirements. Key issues 
for consideration are base station cell sizes, 
backhaul method (including wireless, fibre and 
free space optical), and potential use of enterprise 
and femto-cell technologies. The optimum trade-
off will minimise overall energy use, bearing in 
mind the embodied energy needed for equipment 
deployment. Multihop and mesh network 
architectures also have potential to reduce energy 
use while maintaining QoS, especially where 
there is opportunity for delay-tolerant data to be 
carried using low power. An increased density of 
access devices will also require effective 
utilisation of spectrum in order to ensure that the 
overall interference temperature is not degraded.  
 
Techniques across the Protocol Stack for 
Power Reduction 
Techniques may be employed either to reduce the 
radiated power required to achieve the required 
QoS or to achieve the required radiated output 
power using less overall input power (noting that 
the overall power consumption of a device is 
always greater than the radiated power). Effective 
Radio Resource Management and Signal 
Processing may reduce the radiated power 
requirement to maintain the required QoS.  
 
Control of interference is key to energy 
efficiency. A given data throughput implies a 
required ratio of signal to interference level at the 
receiver. If interference is reduced, the 
transmitted power level can also be reduced while 
maintaining performance.  
 
Power efficient hardware implementation of base 
station equipment can also facilitate a reduction 
in total energy consumed relative to the radiated 
power. The equipment architecture and radio 
design technology will be developed so as to 
provide efficient operation at high power and also 
at times of lower traffic demand. 
 
Figure 2.2: Cellular network power consumption [24]
2.2.2 Relevant Techniques
In order to design energy-efficient radio base stations, an energy budget model which calculates
the overall energy consumption and losses in a cellular network during data transmission over
a period of time is proposed [25]. The model takes into account the total energy consump-
tion in various parts of the communications system and the total energy consumption over the
equipment’s lifetime, terms as the embodied energy. As shown in Figure 2.3, the RBS energy
consumption generally includes the embodied energy and the operational energy. The opera-
tional energy refers to the energy used for operating the RBS, which scales proportionally with
the operating time. Using Poperational to denote the operational power c nsumption per unit
time, Figure 2.3 suggests some essential factors which may contribute to this part of power
consumption, including traffic-dependent resource management, radio antenna patterns, cell
size, user density and interference mitigation etc. In general, this part of energy consumption is
heavily dependent on the communication system design, which is the energy term Mobile VCE
Green Radio project expects to reduce.
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cell size, RBS height, antenna radiation pattern, distance,
interference, multipath fading, shadowing, radio resource management,
user density, user mobility, traffic scenarios etc...
Figure 2.3: Base station energy budget model [25]
Regarding this, some efforts have been targeted towards the RBS architectural aspect. For ex-
ample, in the paper [26], the problem of whether deploy large-cell or small-cell is discussed,
indicating energy-efficient cell configuration. In [27], a new store carry and forward relay
scheme is proposed to reduce network energy consumption. At the same time, there are some
efforts based on physical layer and media access control (MAC) layer design. In [28], interfer-
ence cancellation techniques are studied for MIMO systems. In [29], the bandwidth expansion
mode is proposed for LTE advanced, enabling us to further lower energy consumption.
In this thesis, we focus on physical and MAC layer design for energy-efficient radio resource
management. From a theoretical point of view, the difference between energy minimization and
spectral maximization needs to be distinguished. This is based on the analysis of Shannon ca-
pacity formula and optimization functions. Apart from this, some new techniques which bring
innovative ideas into resource allocation solutions need to be considered. For example, [30]
analyzed different power consumption models for different base station types in heterogeneous
cellular networks. These models may have potential influence on energy-efficient resource
management, since the operational energy consumption of hardware devices and embodied en-
ergy term may also be included for energy consumption optimization. In [31], new solutions for
energy-efficient power amplifier design are presented, which will further impact on the energy
consumption models.
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2.2.3 Energy Efficiency Metrics
To enable the assessment and comparison of the energy or power efficiency in telecommunica-
tion networks, suitable metrics need to be identified. In general, the energy and power metrics
have to take into account the following factors and parameters [32]:
• The network load (as affected by the fraction of active network elements) and the trans-
mission resources used (such as the bandwidth, time and power);
• Network architecture and network topology;
• The quality of service requirements (including reliability, latency and throughput as spec-
ified at a given open system interconnection (OSI) layer);
• User behaviors, profiles and mobility models;
• The physical layer interface, signaling, transmission format and the protocol stack used;
• The traffic models and patterns;
• Communication and application scenarios and contexts.
Currently, the most commonly used energy efficiency metric is to minimize the total power
consumption in the network [33]. [34] proposed novel resource allocation schemes which min-
imize the power consumption of mobile stations in orthogonal frequency division multiple ac-
cess (OFDMA) systems. In [35], a resource allocation strategy combining sub-carriers, bits and
power allocation for a multi-user network is documented to minimize power consumption of
base stations. However, with different service requirements, it is difficult to find a correspond-
ing fairness measure. If we aim to improve power fairness by assigning equal power to all the
links, it is obviously meaningless as different link may have different data rate requirements,
peak power and delay constraints etc.
Taking this issue into consideration, another power efficiency metric is proposed by summing
up the ‘data rate per unit power achieved’ in that network [36]. Combining energy minimiza-
tion with spectral maximization, a novel resource allocation scheme based on game theory is
discussed. Similarly, [37] has employed this metric for performance evaluation in an ad-hoc
network operating in time division duplex (TDD) mode. Regarding fairness definitions, it is
noticed that aiming to achieve the equal ‘rate per unit power achieved’ on all links is also a
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useful criterion, since it makes sense to allocate more power to the user with higher data rate
requirements.
Moreover, we can extend this concept to minimize the sum ‘power consumed per bit’ of all the
links. The energy consumption rating (ECR) is defined as ECR = P/T W/bps, where T is the
maximum throughput in bits per second (bps) reached during the measurement, and P is the
measured transmit power in Watts while performing the measurement test. The lower the ECR,
the less energy is consumed to transport the same amount of data. The ECR metric can be used
to measure energy efficiency of the telecommunication equipments as well as telecommunica-
tion networks. The ECR can be also considered to be a payload-normalized power efficiency
of the equipment or the network. Compared with the metric of maximizing ‘data rate per unit
power achieved’, this metric also takes the throughput T into consideration, thus having main-
tained users’ quality of service requirements while minimizing energy. Further, this metric can
be easily extended to include the hardware energy consumption as well.
For all the energy efficiency metrics mentioned above, we can use them to set optimization
objectives. In order to verify the system design, another two metrics are proposed. The first
one is energy consumption gain (ECG), which is the quotient of the proposed system energy
consumption divided by the baseline system energy consumption ECG = Epro/Eb. The other
one is energy reduction gain (ERG), which is defined as the energy saving of the proposed
system divided by the energy consumption of the baseline system ERG = (Eb − Epro)/Eb.
Here, Epro and Eb are the energy consumption of the proposed system and baseline system
respectively.
2.3 Wireless Communication Environment
This section introduces the basic concepts of cellular environments and mobile radio propa-
gation. It also provides some historical background of the communication system evolution,
indicating the trends for designing new wireless technologies.
2.3.1 Cellular Environment
The first land mobile communication systems were based on wide area transmission [38]. Each
base station had to provide coverage for large geographical zones. Calls of customers leav-
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ing a zone had to be dropped and re-established in a new zone. Such systems suffered from
low-capacity and high-transmit power requirements for mobile transceivers [39]. Due to these
drawbacks, the cellular mobile communication system was introduced by enabling frequencies
used in one cell to be reused under certain conditions in other cells to increase capacity.
The first generation (1G) cellular mobile communication system was introduced in late 1970s
and early 1980s. It is characterized by analogue (frequency modulation) voice transmission
and limited flexibility [40]. Capacity increase was one of the main motivations for introducing
the second generation (2G) systems in early 1990s. It also enhanced security and integrated
voice and data owing to the use of digital technology. An example of the 2G system in its later
stage is the global system for mobile communications (GSM). With the demand for high and
variable bit-rate multimedia services, the third generation (3G) systems such as wideband code
division multiple access (CDMA) and universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS)
were designed. Although 3G systems can in theory sustain high bit-rates over the air interface
due to its wideband carriers, it can not meet the rapid increase of traffic during these years.
Higher data rate requirements call for new standards to be established. As shown in Figure
2.4, the LTE system is now being deployed to provide high throughput, low latency and high
spectral efficiency.
Figure 2.4: Evolution of wireless and wireline user data rates [41]
Since the cellular environment enables spectrum reuse, co-channel interference exists when
multiple links are operating on the same spectrum bands. At the receiver, the signal to noise
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plus interference ratio is defined as the receiver side signal power divided by the sum of noise
and interference power. With increased interference or decreased SINR, the likelihood of suc-
cessfully decoding the delivered information will degrade. Thus under the framework of cel-
lular communications, spectrum allocation is designed to minimize this effect. The concept of
soft frequency reuse (SFR) is introduced for interference mitigation, which allows the flexible
sharing of subcarriers orthogonally or non-orthogonally among the neighboring cells. Fre-
quency reuse factor (FRF) is further defined as the rate at which the same frequency can be
used in the network. It equals to the number of cells which cannot use the same frequencies for
transmission. Common values for the frequency reuse factor are 1/3, 1/4, 1/7, 1/9 and 1/12.
2.3.2 Mobile Radio Propagation
Figure 2.5: Signal degradation mechanisms in the mobile wireless environment [42]
The mobile radio environment is particularly hostile to reliable communications. There are
many reasons for this, several of which are illustrated in Figure 2.5 which shows a conceptual-
ized cell in a wireless network. The difficulties that can be expected in wireless communications
include
• Diffraction: occurs typically when the radio wave passes over the edge of a building or
through a small gap; diffraction can occur multiple times for a single path.
• Reflection: the mechanism of the signal being reflected off surfaces such as buildings,
vehicles or trees.
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• Long time delay: a situation where signals can arrive at the receiver with significantly
different time delays causing inter symbol interference (ISI) as information from the
previous data transmission may arrive at the receiver when it is expecting information
about the next data transmission.
Due to the wireless propagation conditions experienced on the radio channel, the design of
cellular communication systems is quite challenging. The pathloss, shadowing and multi-path
fading are the three main propagation effects of the mobile radio channel. The path loss de-
scribes the average signal attenuation as a function of distance between the transmitter and
receiver, which includes the free-space attenuation, transmit power and antenna gain. Shadow-
ing describes slow signal fluctuations, which are typically caused by large structures, such as
big buildings, obstructing the propagation paths. Fast fading is caused by the fact that signals
propagate from transmitter to receiver through multiple paths, which can add at the receiver
constructively or destructively depending on the relative signal phases [40]. Further, fading
can be divided into flat fading and frequency-selective fading. While the former refers that the
fading gain is constant across the bandwidth, the later refers to the coherence bandwidth of the
channel is smaller than the bandwidth of the signal.
When designing cellular communication systems and particularly when planning the deploy-
ment of such systems, one will have to account for these propagation phenomena appropriately.
Different statistical models are required for different scenarios. For example, in [43], WINNER
II channel models generally include indoor office, indoor to outdoor, urban micro-cell, urban
macro-cell, rural macro-cell and moving network scenarios. In the fourth generation LTE sys-
tems, a LTE channel model is also proposed in [44]. Using these channel models, we can
simulate the performance of the new designs towards any specific scenario.
2.4 Capacity
This section studies the performance limits in communication systems. Based on the point-to-
point communication scenario, the concepts of ergodic capacity, outage capacity and capacity
region are described.
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2.4.1 Ergodic Capacity
The framework for studying performance limits in communication is information theory, which
was invented by Claude Shannon in 1948. He showed that with intelligent coding, one can
communicate at a strictly positive rate but at the same time with as small an error probability
as desired. However, there is a maximum rate, called the capacity of the channel. If one
attempts to communicate at rates above the channel capacity, then it is impossible to drive the
error probability to zero. The capacity of a channel is the basic measure of a communication
system performance, it is the maximum rate of communication for which arbitrarily small error
probability can be achieved [45].
Firstly, assume a wireless channel with bandwidth B Hz, received power Pr Watts and additive
white Gaussian noise with power spectral density N0/2. Following the passband-baseband con-
version and sampling at rate 1/B, this can be represented by a discrete time complex baseband
channel:
y[τ ] = x[τ ] + σ[τ ], (2.1)
where the noise σ follows an independent and identical distribution (i.i.d.) over time instances
τ . The capacity of an AWGN channel can be represented as







Noting the signal to noise ratio SNR = Pr/(N0B), the AWGN channel capacity can be rewrit-
ten as
Cawgn(Pr, B)(bps) = B log2 (1 + ρ) . (2.3)
As the formulas suggest, Pr and B are the two basic components of the communication chan-
nel. We would like to check how the capacity depends on the received power Pr and bandwidth
B. Based on the logarithmic function
log2(1 + $) = $ log2 e $ ≈ 0
log2(1 + $) = log2 $ $  1
(2.4)
where $ is a general variable, we can plot Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7. As B increases, the capac-
ity increases monotonically and approaches the asymptotic limit corresponding to the $ ≈ 0
case; as Pr or ρ increase, the capacity increases logarithmically corresponding to the $  1
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Figure 2.6: Capacity as a function of bandwidth B after [45]

















Figure 2.7: Capacity as a function of SNR after [45]
case. Because the wireless channel varies over time due to the factors mentioned in Section
2.3.2, for a fixed transmit power P , the received power and the achieved capacity are time-
dependent. Therefore, the concept of ergodic capacity is proposed in Equation (2.5) by taking
the expectation of the instantaneous channel capacities, where g[τ ] and Pr[τ ] represent the in-
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stantaneous channel gain and received power depending on the time instance τ respectively.
Ergodic capacity describes the average performance of a communication link.


















In the remainder of the thesis, the Shannon bandwidth is normalized to 1. Supposing the trans-
mitter encodes data at a rate R bps/Hz, if the channel attenuation g[τ ] is such that log2
(
1 + Pg[τ ]N0B
)
<
R, then whatever the code used by the transmitter, the decoding error probability cannot be












By constraining the maximum value of the acceptable outage probability Pout, we can define
the outage capacity: the maximum data rate which can be delivered while guaranteeing the
decoding error probability is less or equal to Pout. While the ergodic capacity can be used to
describe the average channel quality, the outage capacity is more application-dependent, since
different applications deploy different decoding mechanisms, allowing different bit error rates.
When there are multiple users being scheduled, different users can accept different outage prob-
abilities, which impacts on the resource allocation decisions. Typical communication systems
can accept 1% to 10% Pout. Also, while the ergodic capacity is usually used for designing the
systems with elastic traffic, the outage capacity is a common metric for delay-limited applica-
tions.
2.4.3 Capacity Region
When there are multiple active links, the capacity region is used to describe the feasible sets of
data rates which the channel can support. Here we use a two-user downlink scenario, featuring
a single transmitter (the base station) sending separate information. The baseband downlink
AWGN channel with two users is
yi[τ ] = λi[τ ]xi[τ ] + σi[τ ] i = {1, 2} (2.7)
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where the complex Gaussian noise σi is independent and identically distributed and drawn from
a zero-mean normal distribution with variance N0B. λi denotes the instantaneous channel
state information satisfying gi[τ ] = λi[τ ]2. The scalar yi[τ ] is the received signal of user
i at time instance τ for both users i = {1, 2}. With two links sharing the same frequency
band, interference exists which will degrade the receiver side signal to noise ratio. Successive
interference cancellation (SIC) can be introduced, which allows the good link to decode the
data intended for the bad link. Then the good link can subtract out the transmit power of the
bad link and decode its data. For example, if g1 < g2, with successive interference cancellation





















Successive interference cancellation is usually used for code division multiple access. With
SIC, a larger capacity region can be achieved compared with the orthogonal scheme such as
time division multiple access. In Equation (2.9), t ∈ (0, 1) is used to denote the time proportion
















As shown in Figure 2.8, a two-user asymmetric downlink AWGN channel with the user SNR
equal to 0 and 20 dB is assumed. In the orthogonal scheme TDMA, both the power and time
splits are jointly optimized to compute the capacity boundary. We observe that the performance
of CDMA with SIC is better than that of the orthogonal scheme. Reference [45] further points
out that the gap in performance of these two schemes is more pronounced when the asymmetry
between the two users deepens.
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Figure 2.8: The boundary of rate pairs achievable by CDMA with SIC and TDMA after [45]
2.5 Radio Resource Management
Based on information theory, this section will further discuss how to allocate the limited wire-
less resources such as power, time and bandwidth to achieve high system performance.
2.5.1 Power Allocation Policies
For simplicity, we assume a single user block fading channel with a Rayleigh distribution,
where the fading coefficient g changes from one block to another but can be considered static
within a block [46]. We can then calculate the ergodic capacity according to Shannon the-
ory in Equation (2.5). To achieve capacity-approaching performance, several power allocation
schemes are briefly introduced depending on the available channel gain g. If the channel state
information is only known at the receiver, a customary used approach is to allocate constant
power through all the fading states. Then, the instantaneous signal to noise ratio could be
represented by ρ = Pg/(N0B). If the channel state information is known at both the trans-
mitter and the receiver, power allocation could be adapted according to the channel statistics to
achieve higher efficiency. Subject to the average power constraint P̄ , we introduce two power
allocation policies which are called waterfilling and channel inversion respectively.
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The optimal power allocation policy is waterfilling, which is derived from a Lagrange repre-




1 + Pg[τ ]N0B
)]
subject to an average power constraint P̄ . In waterfilling, the transmitter allocates more power
when the channel is good, taking advantage of the better channel conditions, and less or even
no power when the channel is poor. Channel inversion is aimed at keeping a constant received
SNR irrespective of the channel gain, thus the expected rate R can be achieved no matter what
the fading state is. However, the price to pay is that higher power has to be consumed to invert
the channel when it is very bad. Especially for Rayleigh fading, channel inversion results in
infinite power or else a zero capacity. Thus, truncated channel inversion is further introduced
by only inverting the channel when the channel gain g is large than a threshold channel gain g0.
The capacity of the fading channel with transceiver CSI should be interpreted as a long-term
average rate of information, averaged over the fluctuations of the channel. While the waterfill-
ing strategy increases the long-term throughput of the system by transmitting when the channel
is good, an important issue is the potential additional delay. Compared to waterfilling, channel
inversion is much less power-efficient due to the inversion of bad channels. On the other hand,
since the rate of flow of information is constant, the associated delay is independent of the time-
scale of channel variation. Thus, one can view the channel inversion strategy as a delay-limited
power allocation strategy.


























Figure 2.9: Capacity in Rayleigh fading environment for single user case
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Figure 2.9 compares the performance of different power allocation policies in Rayleigh fading
as a function of average received SNR ρ̄ [47]. The capacity of the AWGN channel for a given
average power is also shown. From the simulation results, we could summarize as follows.
First, for this range of SNR values, the capacity of the AWGN channel is largest, so fading usu-
ally reduces channel capacity. Secondly, by allocating power according to the fading statistics,
the optimal adaptation (waterfilling policy) always performs better than the other policies with
only receiver side information (constant power allocation). However, the improvement is quite
small, which implies that when the transmission rate is adapted relative to the channel, adapt-
ing the power as well yields a negligible capacity gain. Thirdly, truncated channel inversion
exhibits a 1 to 5dB penalty while channel inversion without truncation yields zero capacity.
This is because infinite average power is required in order to maintain a non-zero rate.
2.5.2 Adaptive Modulation and Coding
While the Shannon capacity formula has provided the theoretical upper bound of reliable trans-
mission over wireless channels, in practice the data delivery is achieved by deploying specific
coding and modulation schemes. Modulation is the process of conveying a message signal, for
example a digital bit stream or an analog audio signal, inside another signal that can be physi-
cally transmitted. In most applications of modulation the carrier signal is a sine wave, which is
completely characterized by its amplitude, its frequency, and its phase relative to some point in
time. Basically, there are two forms of modulation: analog modulation refers to the modulation
is applied continuously in response to the analog information signal, while in digital modula-
tion an analog carrier signal is modulated by a digital bit stream. The most fundamental digital
modulation techniques are based on keying:
• Phase-shift keying (PSK): a finite number of phases are used.
• Frequency-shift keying (FSK): a finite number of frequencies are used.
• Amplitude-shift keying (ASK): a finite number of amplitudes are used.
• Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM): a finite number of at least two phases, and at
least two amplitudes are used.
In QAM, an inphase signal and a quadrature phase signal are amplitude modulated with a finite
number of amplitudes and then summed together. It can be seen as a two-channel system, each
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channel using ASK. The resulting signal is equivalent to a combination of PSK and ASK. In
all of the above methods, each of these phases, frequencies or amplitudes are assigned a unique
pattern of binary bits, thus can effectively deliver digital information. For example, if κ = 2 bits
are assigned to represent each phase, frequency or amplitude, there will be an alphabet consists
of % = 2κ = 4 composed binary symbols {00, 01, 10, 11}. For % = 4 phase shift keying, it is
termed as QPSK. For % = 16 quadrature amplitude modulation, it is named as 16-QAM. Figure
2.10 shows the constellation diagrams of QPSK and 16-QAM.
Figure 2.10: Constellation diagrams of QPSK and 16-QAM
Channel coding is a system of error control for data transmission, whereby the sender adds
systematically generated redundant data to its messages. The carefully designed redundancy
allows the receiver to detect and correct a limited number of errors occurring anywhere in the
message without the need to ask the sender for additional data. Since Shannon’s original work,
lots of effort has been spent on designing efficient coding schemes to enable data transmission
techniques approaching the Shannon bound for bit rate. However, there is a fundamental dif-
ference between the power-limited regime with low SNR and the high SNR bandwidth-limited
regime. Early work focused on the power-limited regime. In this domain, binary codes suffice,
and inter symbol interference due to non-flat channel responses is rarely a serious problem. As
early as the 1960’s, sequential decoding [48] of binary convolutional codes [49] was shown to
be an implementable method for achieving the cutoff-rate , which at low SNR is 3 dB away
from the Shannon limit. In the bandwidth-limited regime there was essentially no practical
progress beyond uncoded multilevel modulation until the invention of trellis-coded modula-
tion in the 1970’s and its widespread implementation in the 1980’s [50]. An alternative route
to trellis-coded modulation in this regime is via multilevel coding, which was also introduced
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during the 1970’s [51]. Both trellis-coded modulation and multilevel coding are based on the
concept of set partitioning, which are closely related to the bit-interleaved coded modulation
firstly introduced by Zehavi [52]. Currently, the invention of turbo codes [53] and the rediscov-
ery of low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [54] have created tremendous excitement. These
schemes operate successfully at rates well beyond the cutoff rate, within tenths of a decibel of
the Shannon limit, in both the low SNR and high SNR regimes.
Figure 2.11: Adaptive modulation and coding for frequency-domain scheduling [56]
In cellular communication systems, the quality of a signal received by a UE depends on the
path loss, shadowing, fading and noise etc. In order to improve system capacity, peak data rate
and coverage reliability, the signal transmitted to and by a particular user is modified to account
for the signal quality variation through a process commonly referred to as link adaptation.
Traditionally, CDMA systems have used fast power control as the preferred method for link
adaptation. Recently, adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) have offered alternative link
adaptation methods that promise to raise the overall system capacity [55]. AMC provides the
flexibility to match the modulation coding scheme to the average channel conditions for each
user. With AMC, the power of the transmitted signal can be held constant over a frame interval,
and the modulation and coding format is changed to match the current received signal quality
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or channel conditions. Adaptive modulation is often used together with scheduling, either in
time, frequency or spatial-domain to provide an efficient use of wireless channels. Figure 2.11
has demonstrated the deployment of AMC for the frequency-selective fading channels in LTE
according to the CSI feedback. Here, the pink bars represent QPSK modulation, the yellow
bars represent 16-QAM and the green bars represent 64-QAM.
2.5.3 Multiple Access Techniques
Multiple access allows several terminals connected to the same base station to transmit or re-
ceive over the shared wireless resources. It is based on multiplexing methods, which are in this
context provided by the physical layer. These are the four fundamental types of channel access
schemes [45]:
• Frequency division multiple access: provides different frequency bands to different data
streams.
• Time division multiple access: provides different time slots to different data streams.
• Code division multiple access: based on spread spectrum technology where each trans-
mitter is assigned a code to allow multiple users to be multiplexed over the wireless
channel.
• Space division multiple access (SDMA): based on using smart antenna technology and
differing spatial locations of mobile units within the cell to offer attractive performance
enhancements. Thus the radiation pattern of the base station, both in transmission and
reception, is adapted to each user to obtain highest gain in the direction of that user.
With the above multiple access techniques, multiuser diversity can be obtained by scheduling
at either the transmitter or the receiver. A common opportunistic user scheduling is as follows:
the transmitter selects the best user among candidate receivers according to the qualities of each
channel between the transmitter and each receiver. Traditionally, this selection process is based
on time division multiple access by only transmitting to the best user in each time slot [57].
Figure 2.12 illustrates that an increased number of users can benefit the sum network capacity.
When there are many users that fade independently, at any one time there is a high probabil-
ity that one of the users will have a strong channel. By allowing only that user to transmit,
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Figure 2.12: Multiuser diversity gain for Rayleigh fading after [57]
the shared channel resource is used in an efficient manner and the total system throughput is
increased.
To characterize this phenomenon, the so-called multiuser diversity gain is defined to be the
instantaneous channel signal to noise ratio of the time instances over which the user is scheduled
for transmission, divided by the average channel SNR of that user [58]. Figure 2.12 shows the
multiuser diversity gains for Rayleigh fading channels and AWGN channels. As opposed to the
diversity techniques for single user case, it is noted that multiuser diversity improves system
performance by exploiting channel fading. Here the channel fluctuations due to fading ensure
that with high probability there is a user with its channel strength much larger than the mean
level, thus large and fast variations become the preferred characteristic of wireless channels.
2.5.4 Scheduling Strategies
The key elements of the base network related to scheduling are bearer gateways (BG), access
points (AP) and user terminals (UT). Considering a single cell downlink direction, BG is where
the packet traffic enters the radio access network. Traffic conditioning and packet marking
are performed by the BG. The scheduler is located at the AP in this architecture. Downlink
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and uplink traffic can have separate schedulers. In the scheduler, the requirements of differ-
ent services as well as the instantaneous radio channel conditions are considered. By properly
allocating the finite resources over different channel states and different users, diversity gain
could be achieved to improve efficiency. UT refers to the mobile users with different QoS re-
quirements, which further induce some constraints for optimization. In this system, scheduling
algorithms play a central role in determining the overall performance, which is normally char-
acterized by high throughput and fair resource allocation among all the mobile users. Recently,
various design approaches have been proposed to address these issues. In [59], some desired
characteristics for an ideal scheduler were discussed, which include efficient link utilization,
delay bound, fairness, throughput, implementation complexity, energy consumption and scala-
bility.
2.5.5 Fairness Concepts
In mobile communications, where a set of resources is to be shared by a number of users, fair
allocation is very important. However, the concept of fairness is ambiguous, depending on
whether ‘fairness’ refers to fair allocation of air link resources or fair service among the users.
If fair resources are allocated among the users, it is difficult to guarantee users’ QoS since they
have different average channel qualities and application requirements. On the other hand, if
fair service is targeted, lots of power and bandwidth resources are consumed by bad channel
conditions which leads to capacity inefficiency.
There are many scheduling algorithms which take fairness into consideration. A simple one is
called the proportional fair scheduler [57], designed to meet the challenges of delay and fairness
constraints while harnessing multiuser diversity. It schedules a user when its instantaneous
channel quality is high relative to its own average channel conditions, which means data packets
are transmitted to a user when the channel is near its peak gain. Multiuser diversity benefits
can still be extracted because channels of different users fluctuate independently. If there is a
sufficient number of users in the system, most likely there will be a user near its peak at any
one time. Other strategies such as max-min fair scheduler and weighted fair scheduler could
also be used depending on the application requirements.
Fairness could also be explained as fair decision making, since the resource allocation problem
is similar to the bargaining problem in cooperative game theory, where a set of decision makers
bargain among themselves for some shared resources. For each user, a utility function and an
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minimal initial utility which is required by the user without any cooperation in order to enter
the game are defined. For all the users, these utility functions and initial points further form
a feasible set of utilities to represent the service qualities of these users. In this region, we
can obtain the Nash bargain solution based on some unanimous agreement on the utility point
[60]. Furthermore, several axiomatic properties of Nash bargaining theory are summarized
in [61], indicating the framework for defining fair resource allocation strategies. For instance,
proportional fair resource allocation can be interpreted as a symmetric Nash bargaining game
when the object of fair share is the throughput and the minimum required rate is zero [62].
In [63], a quantitative measure of fairness which is called fairness index is defined. A good
fairness measure should be bounded, continuous, independent of scale and able to be applied












This index measures the ‘equality’ of the allocated R for user i = {i = 1, 2, · · · I}, where R
often represents the data rate. It is noticed that if all users get the same value of Ri, then the
fairness index is 1, and the system is 100% fair. As the disparity increases, fairness decreases
and a scheme which favors only a selected few users has a fairness index near to 0.
2.5.6 Constraints and Tradeoffs
Since practical constraints should also be considered in resource management, we need a holis-
tic view for designing energy-efficient resource allocation schemes. The constraints usually
refers to the physical constraints placed by hardware devices, the quantitative energy consump-
tion limits during each process etc. Identifying the key points which can improve overall energy
efficiency is essential for future communication system design. Here, we will take a constant-
rate end-to-end scenario as an example.
Firstly, from the users’ perspective, high data rates are always desired. However, with limited
power and bandwidth in practice, the maximum supported rate in each frame is clearly finite.
If the desired rate is too high to be supported in every frame, error-free transmission can not be
guaranteed. The tradeoffs among power, bandwidth, delay and error probability are obvious.
Secondly, from the network operators’ perspective, a fair share of the limited wireless resources
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among different users is essential. However, the resource allocation decisions made based on
certain fairness metrics may not be the optimum decisions for maximizing users’ spectral ef-
ficiency. For example, assuming a multi-user downlink scenario with base station peak power
constraint, allocating more power to the users near the base station will generally benefit net-
work spectral efficiency, however, the resource share in the network is unfair. This is the so-
called near-far problem. Obviously, there are tradeoffs between fairness and spectral efficiency.
We need to notice that the above tradeoffs also exist in variable rate systems. They are the ba-
sic tradeoffs according to information theory, however, based on the various standpoints other
tradeoffs may also be considered. For example, high traffic loads usually require a large amount
of data to be delivered within short time. However, in practical networks high traffic loads also
leads to higher waiting times per packet due to the limited buffering capability of the service.
The more packets there are, the larger the average delay exists. For delay-sensitive applica-
tions such as a voice call, call blocking may happen which gives a bad user experience. Apart
from this example, scheduling strategies could also be designed from a revenue point of view.
Different criteria result in different optimization problems, and maximizing profit may not be
directly related to maximizing throughput. Further, we need to notice there are tradeoffs be-
tween spectral efficiency and energy efficiency. While the spectral efficiency maximization
problem provides a solution for the efficient use of fixed RF power, it is usually different from
the solutions for minimizing energy consumption, as other operational energy consumption
may also be included for optimization in the latter case. A good example is the discontin-
uous transmission (DTX) and reception (DRX) mode, which is already widely deployed for
mobile terminals. More details will be provided in the following context to illustrate resource
management for energy-efficient design.
2.5.7 DTX and DRX
Low user equipment energy consumption has been of prime interest ever since the emergence
of handheld mobile terminals more than 15 years ago. As a consequence, energy-efficient UE
discontinuous transmission and reception have been important components of cellular systems
for many years. Generally speaking, DTX and DRX refer to the mobile device and the net-
work negotiating phases in which data transfer occurs. During other times the device turns
its transmitter/receiver off and enters a low power state. Usually, a function designed into the
communication protocol allows this to happen by informing the wireless devices how the trans-
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mission is structured. For example, the headers in the radio frame structure usually contain
address details, thus the devices can listen to these headers in each frame to decide whether the
transmission is relevant to them or not. In this case, the receiver only has to be active at the
beginning of each slot to receive the header, conserving battery life. Other techniques include
polling, whereby the device is placed into standby for a given amount of time and then a beacon
is sent by the access point or base station periodically which indicates if there is any waiting
data for it. This is used in 802.11 wireless networks when compatible access cards and access
points negotiate a power saving mode arrangement. A hybrid of the above techniques could be
used in reality as well.
In parallel to the requirements for low UE energy consumption, the possibility for low network
energy consumption is also becoming more important. One reason is the simple fact that, for
many operators, the cost of the energy needed to operate the system constitutes a non-negligible
part of the overall operating expense. Today, mobile broadband is growing rapidly in develop-
ing countries where electricity grid connections are often expensive, unreliable, and have long
installation lead times. As a result the number of off-grid base station sites, mostly powered
by diesel generators, is currently growing which leads to the increased costs in emerging mar-
kets. To reduce the operational cost of base stations, [64] discussed the possibility to introduce
extended cell DTX for the purpose of an energy-efficient base station operation mode. It pro-
posed the idea to reduce the number of reference signals for empty cells which have no active
user terminals. This can be made possible by introducing UE mobility measurements used for
cell search on the secondary synchronization signals rather than on reference signals. Also, the
reduced transmission time will lead to the less energy consumption on power amplifiers. Re-
garding the base station discontinuous transmission mode, although the idea and its potential
issues have been raised, more efforts are required towards standardization. The open ques-
tions such as when to switch off the base station and how to design the corresponding control
signalling need to be further addressed.
2.6 MIMO Systems
In this section, the basic concept of multiple-input multiple-output system is introduced. Taking
the space-time block code and the spatial multiplexing as examples, the capacities of MIMO
system are derived. Further, for the multi-user MIMO scenarios, this allows the base station to
transmit or receive the information from multiple users. Interference can also be mitigated by
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enabling the multiple antennas transmitting in a coordinated manner.
2.6.1 Space Time Block Code
As discussed in Section 2.4 and 2.5, diversity is traditionally achieved by repeating the trans-
mitted symbols in time, in frequency or using multiple antennas at the receiver. Diversity gain
is thus defined as the increase in SNR due to some diversity scheme, or how much the transmit
power can be reduced when a diversity scheme is introduced without a performance loss. For
the spatial-domain case, the diversity gain is compounded to the array gain, which also consists
of an increase in average received SNR due to the coherent combination of received signals.
In addition to the multiple receiver antennas, if multiple transmit antennas are also equipped, a
MIMO system can be obtained as shown in Figure 2.13.
Figure 2.13: Diagram of a MIMO communication system [65]
With multiple transmit and receiver antennas, transmission reliability can be enhanced. Space-
time block code (STBC) is a technique used in wireless communications to transmit multiple
copies of a data stream across a number of antennas and to exploit the various received versions
of the data to improve the reliability of data transmission. The fact that the transmitted signal
must traverse a potentially difficult environment with scattering, reflection and refraction effects
and may then be further corrupted by thermal noise in the receiver means that some of the
received copies of the data will be better than others. This redundancy results in a higher
chance of being able to use one or more of the received copies to correctly decode the received
signal. In fact, space time coding combines all the copies of the received signal in an optimal
way to extract as much information from each of them as possible.
The Alamouti code is the simplest space-time block code. It was designed for a two-transmitter
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where the horizontal direction denotes the spatial-domain and the vertical direction denotes
the time-domain. This means that at a given symbol period, two signals are simultaneously
transmitted from the two antennas. The signal transmitted from antenna 1 is denoted by x1 and
from antenna 2 by x2. During the next symbol period signal−x∗2 is transmitted from antenna 1,
and x∗1 signal is transmitted from antenna 2, where [ ]
∗ is the complex conjugate operation. At
the receiver side, assuming that fading is constant across two consecutive symbols, the received
signal y at time instance τ and τ + 1 will be y[τ ] = λ1[τ ]x1[τ ] + λ2[τ ]x2[τ ] + σ[τ ]y[τ + 1] = −λ1[τ + 1]x2[τ ]∗ + λ2[τ + 1]x1[τ ]∗ + σ[τ + 1] (2.12)
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By inverting Equation (2.13), the delivered data can be estimated by removing the channel
effects of the received signals, which is called channel equalization. Among the various equal-
ization techniques, linear maximal ratio combining is often used. The Alamouti code is the
only space-time block code with a code rate of unity. It is linear in the transmitted symbols as
well. Apart from these, the Alamouti code is the only optimal space-time block code in terms
of capacity












where M denotes the number of transmit antennas and N denotes the number of receiver anten-
nas. ρ̄ is the averaged receiver side signal to noise ratio. The scalar hnm is the channel gain due
to Rayleigh fading, which is a random variable with unit mean power and variance. Compared
with single-input single-output systems, diversity gains are obtained in the spatial-domain.
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2.6.2 Spatial Multiplexing
Similar to the diversity gain, the spatial multiplexing (SM) gain is also defined as the capac-
ity increase with no additional power or bandwidth by deploying multiple-input multiple-output
systems. The spatial multiplexing gain can be realized by transmitting independent information
from the individual antennas. The enormous values of the spatial multiplexing gain potentially
achieved by MIMO techniques have had a major impact on the introduction of MIMO technol-
ogy in wireless systems.
Spatial multiplexing is a transmission technique in MIMO wireless communication to trans-
mit independent and separately encoded data signals, often called streams, from each of the
multiple transmit antennas. Therefore, the space dimension is reused or multiplexed more than
one time. If the transmitter is equipped with M antennas and the receiver has N antennas, the
maximum spatial multiplexing order (the number of streams) is Ord = min(M,N) if a linear
receiver is used [45]. This means that Ord streams can be transmitted in parallel, ideally leading
to an Ord increase of the spectral efficiency. The practical multiplexing gain can be limited by
spatial correlation, which means that some of the parallel streams may have very weak channel
gains.
To illustrate SM operation, we assume the number of transmit antennas M = 3 and there
are υ = 6 bits of information (β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, β6) for transmission. Figure 2.14 shows
how the spatial multiplexing works. Firstly, the information bits are divided into M = 3
substreams of data (β1, β4), (β2, β5), (β3, β6). Then each substream of data is multiplied with
the same carrier frequency in order to transmit them via three separate antennas. Meanwhile,
at the receiver side, each substream will derive from 3 spatial channels from different transmit
antennas. A total of 9 spatial channels will be at the receiving antennas due to the multipath
environment. By combining the information from these spatial channels, data substreams will
be demultiplexed and decoded in order to get back to the original data stream.
With spatial multiplexing, the ergodic capacity with receiver side CSI can be written as










The function E[ ] denotes the expectation operation, and IN is the N × N identity matrix.
The notation H is an N × M matrix with each of its elements hnm representing the channel
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Figure 2.14: Diagram of MIMO spatial multiplexing after [66]
gain due to Rayleigh fading from transmit antenna m to receiver antenna n as
H =

h11 h12 . . . h1M





hN1 hN2 . . . hNM
 . (2.16)
Based on Equation (2.15), we notice that the capacity is approximately Ord log2 ρ̄ at high SNR
regime, where a gain in spatial degrees of freedom can be obtained [45]. While at low SNR
regime, the capacity can be simplified as Nρ̄ log2 e, where a receive beamforming gain is
achieved. For the high SNR scenario, the achieved capacity is almost Ord times of that un-
der a SISO scenario.
2.6.3 MIMO in Interference Environments
As discussed above, multiple antennas at the transmitter and the receiver can provide diversity
gain as well as increased data rates through space-time signal processing. Alternatively, sec-
torization or smart antenna array techniques can be used to provide directional antenna gain at
the transmitter or at the receiver. This directionality can increase the cell range, reduce channel
delay spread and flat fading, and suppress interference among users [45]. Although interference
typically arrives at the receiver from different directions, directional antennas can exploit these
differences to null or attenuate interference arriving from the given directions, thereby increas-
ing system capacity. Exploiting the reflected multipath components of the signal arriving at the
receiver requires an analysis of multiplexing-diversity-directionality tradeoff. Whether it is best
to use the multiple antennas to increase data rates through multiplexing, increase robustness to
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fading through diversity, or reduce channel delay spread and interference through directional-
ity is a complex tradeoff decision that depends on the overall system design as well as on the
environment [67].
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, the relevant background materials on Green Radio, channel capacity, resource
allocation and MIMO systems are documented, providing the essential fundamentals for the
energy-efficient design in the following chapters.
Firstly, the background and targets of the Mobile VCE Green Radio project are introduced.
Generally, it is because the revenue increase cannot meet the energy increase in the commu-
nication industry. Apart from these economic reasons, environmental considerations such as
the need for reducing CO2 emission are also important. By 2020, the Mobile VCE targets to
achieve 100x energy reduction by designing more energy-efficient network architectures and
radio resource allocation techniques.
As Green Radio is a new concept, we start with interpreting it from a theoretical point of view.
Based on the characteristics of wireless time-varying channels in cellular systems, the Shannon
capacity formula is introduced. This theory provides us the upper bounds for reliable trans-
mission: providing a power constraint, the maximum data rate we can deliver over a wireless
channel can be calculated. The concepts of ergodic capacity, outage capacity and capacity
region are summarized, all of which are widely used metrics for communication system design.
In order to improve the system performance and approach the Shannon capacity in a real com-
munication network, various resource allocation techniques are summarized for different sce-
narios. With full channel state information, waterfilling is an optimum approach which achieves
capacity. However, obtaining full CSI at both the transmitter and the receiver sides is usually
not practical. Some sub-optimal power allocation schemes such as channel inversion may be
used depending on different channel statistics. Also, the Shannon capacity is derived for ideal
coded system assumptions, which is a continuous function in terms of SNR. In practice, trans-
mission is conveyed by using certain coding and modulation schemes in discrete formats. There
is always a performance gap between realistic communication scheme and Shannon capacity.
Although the efficient use of wireless resources can generally improve system performance,
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fairness needs to be maintained. In practice when we design a communication system, there are
also some system constraints that need to be considered depending on the deployed hardware
and specific user application requirements. The optimization objectives for both the spectral
maximization and energy minimization are formed as constrained problems with various trade-
offs. Theoretically, for RF energy consumption, some spectral-efficient design solutions can
also be applied for energy-efficient design. However, they can be easily differentiated by tak-
ing other sources of operational energy into consideration, such as the energy consumed by
antenna power amplifiers. The DTX/DRX modes are introduced as one example for practical
energy-efficient design. To maximize the spectral efficiency, the preferred transmission mode
should activate all available time resources. However, switching off the network devices in the
time-domain may help with energy conservation if hardware operational energy is considered.
Finally, multiple-input multiple-output systems are described. The capacities for STBC and
SM are summarized, which can be treated as the basic forms of MIMO schemes. Under these
schemes, spatial diversity and multiplexing gain can be obtained respectively. While diversity
generally contribute to improve the error probability, multiplexing is used for increasing the
data rate. In general there is a tradeoff between spatial diversity and multiplexing. Further, we
briefly introduced the multi-user MIMO concept, where with well designed MIMO beamform-
ing patterns, interference among users can be mitigated.
The above mentioned concepts and materials are closely related to the design of energy-efficient
resource allocation schemes, which thus provide essential background knowledge for the fol-
lowing technical chapters. In Chapter 3, we will introduce how to assign bandwidth resources to
multiple links to improve network energy efficiency. The discussions are based on the Shannon
equations to provide theoretical analysis for energy-efficient multiple access techniques.
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Chapter 3
Two-Link Study of Energy-Efficient
Resource Allocation
3.1 Introduction
With the expansion of the global population and the prevalence of wireless devices, interference
among multiple active links will become a dominant problem, causing serious QoS degradation
for future wireless communications [68]. Although various interference mitigation techniques
are designed to cope with that effectively, these methods generally require high complexity
transceiver devices [69] [70]. Meanwhile, in order to maintain users’ quality of service during
the mutually-interfered transmission process, more transmit power might be consumed. Taking
these issues into consideration, modern communication industries have shifted their interests to
looking for economical system design strategies rather than simply improving QoS with more
advanced techniques [71].
Here, ‘economical design’ takes into account both the network operation requirements and the
requirement to minimize energy consumption for environmental purposes. This could be inter-
preted together with geographic demographics. In high-density city areas, interference could
be quite severe. For the reliable reception of the transmitted information, high transmit power
might be required which will cause huge CO2 emission [72]. The energy loss due to enabling
and maintaining communications takes a great portion of the total energy consumption. How
to apply green technologies to reduce interference and improve system energy efficiency is an
important research topic.
Regarding implementations, intelligent resource allocation and scheduling algorithms are re-
quired under the definition of energy efficiency metrics. These are often related with certain
coding, modulation or diversity techniques in the physical and MAC layers [73]. While net-
work operators are generally interested in achieving an overall energy efficiency, upper layers
are also involved in the design processes, referring to network architectures and routing proto-
cols etc [74]. Meanwhile, modern communications are becoming more complex, with various
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QoS requirements placed by different user terminals at different times [75]. We also need to
take these application layer requirements into consideration. Therefore, application-dependent
energy-efficient solutions via flexible cross-layer design are required [76] [77].
In order to design intelligent resource allocation strategies, several approaches are considered.
Traditional methods are based on forming objective functions under specified constraints, re-
sulting in various optimal and suboptimal solutions in different scenarios [78] [79]. Modern
methods such as game-theoretic and utility-based approaches are also proposed recently for in-
telligently allocating limited wireless resources to different services [80] [81]. Compared with
the throughput maximization problem which employs capacity as an effective measure, design-
ing new power-efficient strategies under Green Radio framework is still an open problem. Here
we only focus on lower layer resource allocation problems under the assumed network archi-
tecture and QoS requirements. Our goal is to provide some basic insights into energy-efficient
design in interference environments.
In this chapter, Section 3.2 will describe a simple mutually-interfered two-link model with the
users’ locations constrained on the line between the two neighboring base stations. In Section
3.3, we will compare the performance of simultaneous transmission (ST) and orthogonal trans-
mission (OT) schemes in an FDMA framework with the same QoS requirements. Further, we
will discuss how to combine them for sum power minimization [13]. In Section 3.4, by setting
different optimization objectives, some QoS tradeoffs among power, fairness, delay and outage
probabilities will be investigated under the assumed rate constraints. Finally, in Section 3.5 the
results found in this work will be compared with the existing soft frequency reuse techniques
for multi-link scenario implementations.
3.2 Two-Link Model Assumptions
In this section, we focus on the impacts of different resource allocation schemes on power
reduction in an interference environment. By ignoring the energy consumed in transceiver
circuits and only considering the RF component, we investigate the problem of minimizing
total RF energy consumption in the network under specific rate constraints.
To simplify the problem, we consider a two-cell system in which two neighboring base stations
communicate with mobile terminals over a coverage area as shown in Figure 3.1. For the sake
of simple presentation, we focus on downlink transmission. Here, BSi and UEi are used to
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denote the base station and mobile user in cell i (1 ≤ i ≤ 2) respectively. The data sent by base
station BSi is transmitted with power Pi. Mobile user UEi can only move on the line between
the two base stations within cell i. D is the inter-site distance, and dij represents the distance







Cell 1 Cell 2
Figure 3.1: Two-link line model with mutual interference. In the figure BS1 and UE1 denote
the base station and mobile user equipment in cell 1; whereas BS2 and UE2 de-
note the base station and mobile user equipment in cell 2.
To simulate a real wireless communication environment with mutual interference, we choose
the system parameters according to the WINNER II urban macro-cell channel model [43]. By
ignoring large-scale shadowing and small-scale fading of wireless channels, the channel gains
gij are only determined by path loss, which are computed in relation to dij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2). For
a line of sight (LOS) scenario, this transceiver distance also results in different representations
of WINNER II channel models based on a comparison with the fiducial distance d′BP. When
the transceiver distance is smaller than d′BP, the path loss can be modeled as [43]
Lij(dB) = A log10(dij) + B + C log10(fc/5), (3.1)
where fc represents the carrier frequency, and A, B, C are the model coefficients. By assigning
different values to A, B and C, this path loss model can be fitted into most scenarios including
indoor LOS, urban micro-cell LOS, large indoor hall, suburban LOS, typical urban LOS, rural
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Parameters Values
Carrier frequency fc 5GHz
Speed of light c 3× 108m/s
Cell diameter D 800m
Total bandwidth B 20MHz
Subcarrier spacing δf 15KHz
Number of subcarrier Nsub 1200
BS antenna height hBS 25m
User antenna height hMS 1.5m
Operation temperature T0 290 K
Table 3.1: LTE physical layer model parameters
macro-cell LOS etc. However, if the transceiver distance is larger than d′BP, more complicated
path loss model is required. Using the parameters shown in Table 1, this fiducial distance could
be calculated as
d′BP(m) =
4(hBS − 1)(hMS − 1)fc
c
=
4× (25− 1)× (1.5− 1)× (5× 109)
3× 108
= 800. (3.2)
Since the cell diameter D is within this distance, the path loss under the corresponding channel
model for urban macro-cell LOS scenario could be represented as
Lij(dB) = 26 log10(dij) + 39 + 20 log10(fc/5) = 26 log10(dij) + 39 + 20 log10(5/5). (3.3)










Thus, we can calculate the channel gains g11, g12, g21 and g22 according to the above two-link
line model. Under the operation temperature T0, the noise density in the two cells could also
be obtained according to
N0(W/Hz) = KT0 = 1.38× 10−23 × 290 = 4.0× 10−21. (3.5)
3.3 Energy-Efficient Multiple Access
In this section, we formulate ST and OT schemes to reduce network power consumption under
specified rate constraints. To reduce the required power on each link, ST is designed based on
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maximizing bandwidth reuse efficiency without link cooperation. Since this selfish behavior
may cause severe co-channel interference and degrade the performance on other links, OT is
also studied to indicate the relative superiorities of the two schemes in terms of sum power
minimization.
3.3.1 Simultaneous Transmission
Simultaneous transmission means that the both base stations deliver information to their mobile
users simultaneously using the full time slot and the total bandwidth [82]. It could be treated
as a non-orthogonal TDMA/FDMA scheme with maximum available time/bandwidth assigned
to both links. When the data rate on both links are specified, the power needed at each base
station could be uniquely determined. According to Shannon theory, this can be represented as






























As the allocated power should be finite and nonnegative, the rate requirements could not be
satisfied when
(2R1 − 1)(2R2 − 1) ≥ g11g22
g12g21
. (3.8)
The terms on the left hand side of Equation (3.8) are a function of rate, while the terms on
the right hand side is a function of channel gains. Thus, we could treat g11g22g12g21 as a measure of
the achievable rate in the network under simultaneous transmission. Meanwhile, because this
metric is the quotient of direct-link and cross-link channel gains, it reveals that the achievable
rate is location-dependent, while increasing the transmission power is not an effective method
due to mutual interference between the two links. A similar representation is also found in
[83], which is derived by multiplying the SINR of the two links for power term elimination.
In addition, a game-theoretic approach for spectrum maximization under power constraints is
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discussed in [84], which uses (g11g22)/(g12g21) as an optimum policy indicator. Thus, for both
power minimization and spectral maximization problems, (g11g22)/(g12g21) is a useful metric
for system analysis. Furthermore, satisfying Equation (3.8) is a necessary but not sufficient
condition in practical systems, because base stations usually have finite maximum power limits.
3.3.2 Orthogonal Transmission
The FDMA-based orthogonal transmission scheme, which is often implemented as orthogo-
nal frequency division multiple access, is designed to avoid mutual interference by allocating
non-overlapping frequency bands to the two links [85]. While the total bandwidth for data
transmission is divided into Nsub subcarriers with subcarrier-spacing δf where Nsubδf < B
due to the guard band. A weighting factor f1 = ζδf/B, 0 ≤ ζ ≤ Nsub is defined as the fraction
of bandwidth assigned to link 1, so link 2 takes the remaining fraction f2 = (Nsub − ζ)δf/B.
The transmission rates could be represented as






















We try to minimize the sum power requirement by properly selecting the value of ζ for subcar-
rier assignment as
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Under the constraint 0 ≤ ζ ≤ Nsub (Nsubδf < B), simulation experience suggests that only
a single solution for np exists satisfying Equation (3.12). As ∂2P (ζ)/∂ζ2 > 0, this stationary
point is a global minimum, illustrating that the minimum energy consumption could be uniquely
achieved when ζ = np.
3.3.3 Orthogonal Transmission Scheme Extensions
The OT scheme could also be applied in a TDMA framework by allowing only one link to
transmit at any time with full bandwidth [86]. In each time unit, a weighting factor t1 = t
(0 ≤ t ≤ 1) is defined to represent the fraction of time assigned to link 1, while link 2 occupies
the other fraction t2 = 1− t. This could be written as


















In order to calculate sum energy consumption during that time unit, we multiply the link power
with its corresponding transmission time. Thus the energy consumption of TDMA-based OT
scheme can be formulated as









Also, based on the discussions in Section 3.3.2, with full time transmission the energy con-
sumption per second of FDMA-based OT is written as









Thus, we can conclude that by limiting the transmission time on each link in TDMA, the sum
energy consumption to achieve the specified data rates for the two orthogonal schemes are
equivalent. As lots of hardware such as antenna power amplifier usually have peak power
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constraints, lowering the instantaneous peak power is also important for the practical design.
Regarding this, the TDMA-based OT tends to have the higher peak power than FDMA-based
OT. In practice, the implementation of TDMA or FDMA depends on the specified system peak
power constraints and delay constraints.
3.3.4 Scheme Selection with Link Data Rate Constraints
Simulations are performed to compare ST and FDMA-based OT schemes for sum power mini-
mization. With full time slot transmission, the energy per packet transmission is proportional to
power in the following discussions. Minimizing power is equivalent of reducing energy. Due to
the geometric duality of the two links, here we fix link 2 and investigate how the performance
changes with d11.













































































Figure 3.2: Required power of ST and OT with R1 = R2 = 1 bps/Hz
As a numerical example, we assume that the rate constraints on both links are 1 bps/Hz, and
user 2 is located with a distance d22 = 300 m to base station 2. Firstly, under the parameters in
Table 1, when user 1 moves from cell center to cell edge, Figure 3.2 suggests that the required
sum power increases monotonically. For the ST scheme, the assigned power of both links
increases with d11. The required power of link 1 starts from 0 when d = 0 m and dramatically
increases with its transceiver distance. This illustrates that in order to maintain the required
rate constraints, more power is needed due to their increased mutual interference. For the OT
scheme, only the power allocated for link 1 increases with d11. Besides that, an interesting
observation is the intersection of the two sum energy consumption curves, which indicates that
different schemes may be adopted in different scenarios for the purpose of network energy
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reduction. Intuitively, because the two links are interfering with each other in the ST scheme,
simultaneous transmission is generally preferred when the users are near their cell centers,
while the OT scheme is preferred when the users approach to their cell edges.
3.3.5 Scheme Selection with Sum Data Rate Constraints
We further investigate a selection criterion for the ST/OT allocation schemes for sum power
minimization under sum rate constraints. Our numerical results suggest that the intersections
of ST and OT curves are closely related with the sum rate constraints in the network.
Based on the location-dependent superiority of the ST and OT schemes, their intersections
could also be treated as the boundary between selecting one scheme over another. In practice,
obtaining all the division points under specific rate constraints is very intensive. Instead, we
could relax our conditions by defining sum rate constraints in the network, and then investigat-
ing the relation between users’ locations and scheme selection.
Figure 3.3: Scheme selection for sum power minimization with R1 + R2 = 12 bps/Hz and R1
uniformly distributed in the range [0,12] with 20 samples
Under a sum rate constraint R1 + R2 = R (R is a real constant), the sum energy consumption
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under ST and OT is compared. For ST, the energy consumption is set to infinity if the rate
requirements could not be satisfied. For OT, the optimum frequency division factor ζ is nu-
merically evaluated for sum power minimization. For instance, by constraining R1 + R2 = 12
bps/Hz and changing R1 uniformly in the range [0, 12] with 20 samples, we could determine the
area where OT is more power-efficient than ST for achieving the same desired sum data rates.
The associated probability Ps is plotted, indicating the proportions that OT is more power-
efficient with all the assumed date rate pairs. This results in a location-based scheme selection
criterion as shown in Figure 3.3.
As the figure suggests, the OT scheme is selected when users are far away from cell centers,
while the ST scheme is preferred when users are near cell centers. This is due to the increased
mutual interference in the ST case when the users approach cell edges. In addition, it is noticed
that the ‘boundary area’ with 0 < Ps < 1 in Figure 3.3. is quite narrow. This area represents
that the preferred scheme depends on the specified rates on both links rather than the sum rate
constraints alone. Further, Figure 3.3. suggests that changing R1 under the constraint R1 +
R2 = 12 bps/Hz only has very minor effects on scheme selection. Although the proportions of
the sum rate occupied by link 1 and link 2 vary linearly, the selected OT region is almost static.
Under other sum rate constraints, this property also holds as summarized in Remark 1.
Remark 1: Based on a two-link line model, the boundary between the ST and FDMA-based OT
schemes being selected is dominated by the users’ locations under sum rate constraints.
To get an impression of the boundary shape, we could simply assume R1 = R2 and investigate
the ST/OT scheme selection criterion under different sum rate constraints R.
As shown in Figure 3.4, the selected OT region expands with an increased value of C from
cell edges to cell centers. At low rates, the ST scheme outperforms the OT scheme in most of
the cell-center area. While at high rates, the OT scheme is usually the best in terms of sum
power minimization. In this circumstance, the selection criterion not only illustrates that OT is
more power-efficient than ST, but also indicates the higher probabilities of failing to satisfy the
assumed rate constraints by using the ST scheme. In a fading environment, the channel gains
become stochastic, and the optimum selection criterion for sum power minimization will be
time-dependent. However, depending on the variance of the fading components, the criterion
depicted in Remark 1 could also be modified to operate on time averaged channel conditions.
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Figure 3.4: Scheme selection under different sum rate constraints (R1 = R2). ST is preferred
below the curve, whereas OT is preferred above the curve.
3.4 Performance Analysis and Tradeoffs
While reducing energy consumption for Green Radio is becoming a hot topic for future com-
munications, lots of practical issues need to be studied. In this section, various tradeoffs and
constraints are taken into account to define power-efficient resource allocation schemes. Be-
sides data rate, other application-dependent QoS requirements such as delay and error proba-
bility are involved. Meanwhile, the fairness problem among multiple links, and the physical
constraints set by hardware devices are also imposed on system design.
3.4.1 Energy Consumption Rating
Although network operators aim to use wireless resources economically and efficiently by re-
ducing network energy consumption, users’ QoS needs to be maintained on all the links. Unlike
the sum power reduction problem in Section 3.3, here the energy consumption on each link is
scaled by its corresponding rate based on ECR definition in Section 2.2.3. Thus minimizing
the sum ‘power assigned per bit’ could be interpreted as reducing the energy consumption on
each link under given rate constraints, or maximizing the throughput on each link under given
power constraints. Assuming there are I links in the network, the system energy efficiency can
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Minimizing ECR could reflect our objective of reducing sum energy consumption under QoS
















This fairness index is defined under the framework of Jain’s fairness by choosing Pi/Ri as our
objective for optimization [63]. As we are trying to minimize the sum ‘power assigned per bit’
in the network, we also desire that the ratio Pi/Ri (1 ≤ i ≤ I) be fairly achieved among all
the links. This is because according to the approximation of log functions in Equation (2.4), we
could obtain
Ri = log2(1 + ρi) ≈
 log2 ρi ρi >> 1ρi log2 e ρi ≈ 0. (3.19)
While ρi = Pig/(N0B + I), it is found that for the ST scheme under fixed channel conditions,
the achieved rate is proportional to the consumed power in the low-power regime, resulting in a
fixed Pi/Ri value; while in the high-power regime, the achieved rate increases logarithmically
with the consumed power, and Pi/Ri will dramatically increase with the power used on that
link. For the OT scheme, although there is no co-channel interference, the approximation of log
functions is also valid according to Equation (3.22). Therefore, achieving fair Pi/Ri could put
limits on the likelihood of high-power links, reducing the probabilities of reaching maximum
power constraints. Here, the fair share of ‘power assigned per bit’ is denoted by a high PFI
value, which should be within the range [1/I, 1]. Using these two metrics, resource allocation
strategies can be designed according to network operators’ requirements. For example, we
assume there are two users in the current cell, one is close to the base station with good channel
condition and the other is near the cell edge with poor channel quality. The required sum power
of all the active links in the cell is constrained by a system peak power limit. For operating
expense, energy cost is proportional to the power which has been allocated. Assuming users
are charged in proportion to their data rates being serviced, we would like to allocate power
proportional to the data rate for each link. In this case, maximizing PFI is applied. In contrast,
if we just want to achieve the highest energy efficiency, it is better to allocate more power to
the user with good channel quality and less power to the user on the cell edge.
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3.4.2 Efficiency-Fairness Tradeoffs
For the OT scheme described in Section 3.2.2, the optimum number of subcarriers np is selected
to minimize sum energy consumption. Here, we emphasize the scenario that the two links have
quite different rate requirements. Correspondingly, we switch our objective to minimize the
sum ‘power assigned per bit’ ECR.





















Figure 3.5: ECR under different bandwidth allocation for OT scheme
For instance, we set R1 = 5 bps/Hz and R2 = 1 bps/Hz based on the two-link line model of
Section 3.1. The location of the two users are fixed at d11 = 200 m and d22 = 300 m. The peak
power constraint of each link is assumed to be P1 = P2 = 40 W. Following the parameters
in Table 1, Figure 3.5 is plotted for examining the achieved ECR under different subcarrier
assignments n.
As shown in Figure 3.5, the ECR curve in terms of ζ is convex with its unique minimum point
achieved at np. Because the power allocated on each link is scaled by its corresponding rate, the
optimum operating points nu under ECR minimization, and np under sum power minimization
are different. Also, because R1 > R2 and d11 < d22, the number of subcarriers assigned to
link 1 is greater than that of link 2, indicating that the link with higher data rate requirements
or better channel conditions should be allocated more resources under the assumption of ECR
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minimization. Furthermore, we notice that the curve around nu is relatively flat, with a scale
of 10−2 on the achieved ECR. While for the points far away from nu, the value of ECR grows
dramatically. It illustrates that slightly moving the operating points would not cause a great
increase in ECR. By adjusting the value of d11 and d22, it is found that the above features still
hold for different users’ locations.
Apart from ECR minimization, we also concerned about the fair sharing of Pi/Ri among dif-
ferent links. According to the PFI definition for a two-link scenario, the fairest point PFI = 1
is obtained when P1/R1 = P2/R2. Under this constraint, we could also find the unique solu-
tion nf for OT to achieve its highest fairness. By taking both ECR and PFI into consideration,
a weighted resource allocation approach is proposed based on power efficiency and fairness
tradeoffs. With a weighting factor w (0 ≤ w ≤ 1), we can calculate the bandwidth occupied
by link 1 for the weighted approach as
nw = wnu + (1− w)nf . (3.20)
Thus, changing nw from nf to nu means an improvement in power efficiency but a loss in fair-
ness. Based on this efficiency-fairness tradeoff, different strategies could be designed according
to the network operation policy.
3.4.3 Outage Probability
This part illustrates the tradeoffs among energy consumption, delay constraints and outage
probabilities. Simulation results suggest that the probabilities of failing to satisfy the rate re-
quirements decrease with either relaxed delay constraints or short-term power constraints.
Because of the time-varying characteristics of wireless fading channels, a block fading channel
model is now employed for analysis. By dividing the time axis into small discrete time steps τ
compared to the channel coherence time, we could assume that the fading factors are fixed in
each time slot but are randomly reselected for each different time slots [45]. Here, we choose
large-scale shadow fading using the log-normal distribution to describe environmental varia-
tions between different cells. The channel gains affected by shadowing could be represented
as a function of time τ as gs(τ) = 10Gs(τ)/10, where Gs(τ) is in normal distribution [43]. De-
pending on the practical environment, the channel gains due to path loss, large-scale shadowing
and small-scale fading could be multiplied together to model real communication channels.
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Apart from the parameters shown in Table 3.1, we further assume that the locations of the two
users are fixed. Here, both path loss and log-normal shadowing with zero mean and standard
derivation ι = 4 dB are considered. In addition, we set a short-term power constraint on each
link per 1 or 2 time blocks, which represents the maximum power allowed for transmission
during that time period [87]. Under the specified data rates, if the required power on that link
exceeds its power limit, outage occurs due to the failure to achieve the specified QoS. For a long-
term process, the outage probability Pout is often treated as a measure of system performance,
related to the packet error rate under certain coding and modulation schemes. Here, the selected
time span for applying short-term power constraint equals to the delay constraint, which is
application-dependent and measured by the number of time slots that the application being
used could tolerate. The system delay constraint is usually specified by the number of time
slots for constructing an appropriate coding scheme [88].
Based on the model discussed above, we assume that both of the links are delay-limited with the
fixed amount of information delivered flexibly over every Del time slots. For example, under
the delay constraint Del = 1 time slot, R bps/Hz information needs to be delivered within each
time slot. If the delay constraint is relaxed to Del = 2 time slots, 2R bps/Hz can be flexibly
transmitted within every two time slots, making the traffic relatively elastic.
For the simulations, we choose the ST scheme under average data rate requirements R1 = 1.5
bps/Hz and R2 = 0.5 bps/Hz while fixing the users’ locations at d11 = d22 = 300 m. We set
the delay constraint on both links as Del1 = Del2 = 1 time block for the first case, and grad-
ually increase the assumed short-term power constraint to calculate the corresponding outage
probabilities. For the second case we relax the delay constraint on link 2 to Del2 = 2 time
blocks and compare its performance with the first case according to the algorithm summarized
in Table 3.2.
As shown in Figure 3.6, with specified data rates, delay constraints and perfect CSI at the
transceivers, the power needed for the ST scheme to achieve these QoS requirements could be
determined. Obviously, the outage probabilities Pout will decrease with an increased maximum
short-term power constraint Pm. By setting the same channel gain g and maximum power limit
Pm on the two links, link 1 which has a higher rate requirement will require more power than
link 2, thus exhibiting higher outage probabilities. Also, when the delay constraint of link 2 is
increased, the outage probabilities of both link 1 and link 2 decrease. This is because link 2
could adjust its transmission according to time-varying channel conditions. When the channel
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Algorithm:
1. Define threshold Pm as system short-term power constraint. Using P , R, Del and Pout
to denote transmit power, data rate, allowed delay and outage probability.
2. Assume the delay constraint Del1 = Del2 = 1 applies. For the ST scheme, calculate the
required power P1 and P2 under R1 and R2 respectively.
3. Compare P1 and P2 with Pm for both links. If P1 ≤ Pm and P2 ≤ Pm, transmit
simultaneously to both links; if P1 > Pm or P2 > Pm, switch off one link and calculate
the corresponding P̄1 and P̄2 required for the other link.
4. Compare P̄1 and P̄2 with Pm. If P̄1 > Pm and P̄2 > Pm, note that outage happens
on both links; if P̄1 ≤ Pm and P̄2 > Pm, or P̄1 > Pm and P̄2 ≤ Pm, just use link
1 / link 2 to transmit and note down outage occurs on link 2 / link 1; if P̄1 ≤ Pm and
P̄2 ≤ Pm, randomly activate one link and deactivate the other link in the current time
instance according to Gaussian distribution.
5. Repeat from 2. for the next time instance to calculate Pout for the two links.
6. Assume the delay constraints Del1 = 1 and Del2 = 2, optimally allocate rate for link 2 to
minimize P1 + P2 every two blocks, and compare the required power on each link with
its corresponding short-term power constraint to calculate Pout.
Table 3.2: Power allocation algorithm with constraints





























Pout1 with Del1=1 and Del2=2
Pout2 with Del1=1 and Del2=2
Figure 3.6: Power, outage and delay tradeoffs with R1 = 1.5 bps/Hz, R2 = 0.5 bps/Hz
gains are relatively large, higher rate could be delivered in that time slot. When the channel
gains are relatively small, we stop transmission or just use a lower data rate. This flexibility also
contributes to link 1 because the two links are mutually interfered. Therefore, Figure 3.6 shows
the impacts of relaxing the delay constraints from 1 to 2 time blocks on outage probabilities.
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Similarly, this trend holds when we further extend the allowed time delay. For example, in LTE
there are ten subframes per frame, outage probability may happen or increase when we use less
active subframes to transmit. The above discussion reveals the tradeoffs among rate, power,
delay and outage probability. With a relaxed delay constraint, or increased maximum power
limit, or decreased rate requirement, the outage probability will decrease, resulting in a lower
error rate during the transmission process.
3.5 Soft Frequency Reuse in Energy-Efficient Design
In this section, we extend the above analysis to the multi-link scenarios by introducing the
concept of soft frequency reuse. As an effective technique to mitigate interference, SFR is not
only able to maximize the cell overall spectral efficiency, but also can significantly improve cell
energy efficiency with associated frequency allocation algorithms.
3.5.1 Multiple-Link Scenarios
Based on the above mentioned two link study, it is more energy-efficient to use OT scheme in
the cell edge area to avoid inter-cell interference. Since the total bandwidth is divided into two
groups, we can also say that the frequency reuse factor (FRF) is 1/2. Similarly, the FRF for the
ST scheme is 1. Whether ST or OT is preferred is decided by the users’ locations and required
data rates.
When there are multiple links, analytical results are not available for subcarrier allocation deci-
sions. Depending on the provided cell traffic profile, it is possible that a hybrid ST/OT scheme
may achieve the best energy efficiency. While some links are sharing the same frequency re-
sources, other links may be orthogonal to each other. Since the optimum solution is difficult to
obtain, simplified approaches have been proposed by assuming that all users are transmitting
simultaneously or orthogonally.
In the LTE system, the soft frequency reuse strategy has been included as a flexible spectrum al-
location technique in the standard. Correspondingly, fractional frequency reuse (FFR) has also
been introduced for the IEEE 802.20 system. Knowing the user information such as position in-
formation (PI) and channel state information, both of these techniques can effectively mitigate
inter-cell interference and improve network overall performance. In general, under a limited
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power constraint, with users being classified as cell-center users and cell-edge users, FRF=1 is
always assigned to the cell-center users and FRF=1/3 or 2/3 is assigned to the cell-edge users for
SFR or FFR respectively. Figure 3.7 demonstrates the idea of SFR. While FRF=1 is allocated
to the blue cell-center area to maximize spectral reuse efficiency, different frequency bands
are orthogonally allocated at cell-edge area with red/green/yellow colours. In LTE, frequency
bands could also be subcarriers or resource blocks.
Figure 3.7: Soft frequency reuse for interference mitigation [90]
Regarding SFR and FFR, it is important to decide the boundary of cell-center and cell-edge
users. This is associated with power control. Generally, for a given network traffic profile,
different optimization objectives such as maximizing spectral efficiency and minimizing energy
consumption will lead to different boundaries. The allocation process can be either static or
dynamic as well.
3.5.2 SFR for Maximizing Spectral Efficiency
Traditionally, SFR is applied for maximizing spectral efficiency. Different algorithms have
been developed to improve the performance. In [89], the total frequency band has been divided
into a major group and a minor group. While the major group is allocated to the users inside
the whole cell, the minor group is only allocated to the cell-center users. Meanwhile, the power
assigned to the minor group is defined to be smaller than the power assigned to the major group.
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Their quotient is termed as the power ratio. According to the traffic in each cell, the reuse factor
can be adapted between 1 and 1/3 by allocating minor group subcarriers and power.
In [90], FRF=1 is initially assigned to all the users within each cell. Then we measure SINR
and separate the cell-edge area by identifying those users whose signal to interference plus
noise ratio is smaller than a threshold. To improve the performance and allocate appropriate
channels, different FRFs are tried for the cell-edge area according to the CSI feedback. Since
the process of subcarrier allocation is iterative, this method is not very efficient. In [91], SFR is
reviewed by formularizing a function of sum spectral efficiency maximization subject to a sum
power constraint in the cell. A sub-optimal scheme is introduced based on the assumption that
all the users are allocated the same number of subcarriers. Starting by assigning the current
subcarrier to the user with the best channel coefficient, we always allocate the subcarrier to the
user with less number of subcarriers than the one with maximum number of subcarriers in its
set. Correspondingly, the water-filling power allocation is adopted together with the orthogonal
frequency allocation. Meanwhile, FRF=1 is used for the cell-center users. A user is assumed to
be located in the cell-center if the path loss difference between its selected cell and its closest
neighbor cell is greater than a threshold value.
Besides, industrial companies have proposed different SFR schemes for implementation. Ac-
cording to Ericsson’s proposal [92], partial frequency bands are assigned to the cell-edge users
with full power, while full frequency bands are allocated to the cell-center users. In Alcatel’s
proposal [93], a fixed FRF=3/7 is adopted for the cell-edge users, and cell-center users use
FRF=1 as well. However, with Siemens [93], only a part of spectrum is used in the cell-center
area. In each cell, using Nsub and χ to denote the total number of subcarriers and the number
of subcarriers allocated to its cell-edge users, only Nsub − 3χ subcarriers are allocated to the
cell-center users, although cell-edge FRF can be adjusted according to the traffic conditions.
Because of the time-varying properties of wireless fading channels, dynamic major group allo-
cation is proposed in [94]. Heavily loaded cells can borrow frequency resources from lightly
loaded neighbors. Meanwhile, fairness matrices are defined together with resource allocation
based on the proportional fairness concept. Maximizing sum spectral efficiency is replaced by
maximizing the quotient of transmitted user data rate divided by required user data rate. In [95],
a so-called fairness measure is defined as the standard deviation of the above quotients across
all the users within the cell.
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3.5.3 SFR for Improving Energy Efficiency
SFR can be used for minimizing network sum energy consumption as well. In [96], τ denotes
time instance and I to denote the total number of users in the cell, the optimization equation











Where Pi and Ri represent the power and rate obtained by user i, Rimin is the minimum rate
requirement of user i. For frequency allocation, it generally includes bandwidth assignment
and subcarrier assignment. Regarding bandwidth assignment, an algorithm called bandwidth
assignment based on SNR (BABS) is used to minimize energy consumption. This algorithm
is derived from Shannon theory, where increasing bandwidth can improve spectral efficiency,
thus wider bandwidth can reduce the energy consumption for achieving the same rate target.
The BABS algorithm is based on the principle that allocating each subcarrier to the user which
can reduce the most energy consumption. For full bandwidth transmission, this process repeats
until all the subcarriers are allocated orthogonally. With flat fading channels, the obtained re-
sult converges to the optimal distribution of subcarriers. However, with frequency selective
channels, a further process ‘subcarrier allocation’ is required. In [96], both amplitude carv-









Figure 3.8: Flexible frequency allocation for a simple three link scenario
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Based on the above algorithms, we extend our analysis in Section 3.4 to a simple three-link
scenario. Using BS and UE to denote the base station and user equipment respectively, we
assume that all the three users can only move on the link between their base stations and the
cell edge junction J . This is shown in Figure 3.8.
If we further assume the transceiver distance follows a random distribution within [0,400], and
the three users’ sum rate constraint is fixed. By varying the data rates of the three links, the
energy-efficient ST/OT boundary is almost static. This also proves our results in Section 3.4
for the two-link scenario. In Figure 3.9, by constraining the users’ sum rate constraint as 2.1
bps/Hz, we numerically search for the optimum energy consumption by changing the ST/OT
boundary from 0 to 400 m.
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Figure 3.9: Power-efficient ST/OT boundary locations for three-link scenarios
As the figure suggests, the minimum energy consumption is obtained when the ST/OT boundary
is set around 300 m to the base station. The ST scheme is always deployed when the boundary
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is set at 400 m, and the OT scheme is always used when the boundary is set at the base station.
With different link data rates, the optimum power allocation is different. In generally, more
power is required for transmission when the difference among different links deepens. Us-
ing SFR with a proper boundary setting can significantly reduce network energy consumption
compared with the traditional ST or OT scheme.
With different sum data rate constraints, similar results can be obtained. Also, we can further
relax the constraints on the number of users and their locations. Future research can be carried
out by assuming all the users randomly located within the whole cell area.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed power-efficient resource allocation in modern communica-
tions under the Green Radio framework. Our emphasis is on considering interference environ-
ments. Under the urban macro-cell scenario, a simple two-link line model with the WINNER
II channel parameters is assumed for analyzing the properties of different resource assignment
schemes. By removing the time-varying characteristics of wireless fading channels and only
considering their path loss components, the energy consumption of ST and FDMA-based OT
schemes is calculated under the specified rate constraints. Several conclusions are summarized
based on their comparisons, which provide us further insights into designing new resource al-
location strategies for sum power reduction.
Firstly, our analysis reveals that ST may fail to satisfy the data rate requirements, which could
not be improved by power control. Secondly, it is found that the ST/OT scheme selection
criterion for sum power reduction is location-dependent. In general, when the two users are
close to their cell centers and far away from each other, the ST scheme is more energy-efficient
than the OT scheme, and vice versa. This is because in the cell-center area, low power levels are
sufficient to satisfy the transmissions with good channel gains, making the interference between
the two links relatively weak. Meanwhile, the cross-link channel gains are also poor in this
circumstance based on the two-link line model. Thirdly, with the above assumptions, numerical
results suggest that the ST/OT selection criterion is dominated by its network rate constraints
rather than the specified rate requirements on individual links. Besides these discussions, we
also analyzed the OT scheme under the TDMA framework. It is proved that the TDMA-based
OT scheme always requires higher power than the FDMA-based OT scheme for achieving the
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same QoS, but in terms of energy consumption per packet, their efficiency is equivalent.
In practice, economical and environmental design for sum energy minimization falls into the
framework of various tradeoffs and constraints. A new energy efficiency metric using the
sum ‘power assigned per bit’ is proposed, and the corresponding optimization objective is also
changed for the ST and OT schemes under different QoS constraints. The advantages of using
this new metric for efficiency and fairness definitions are discussed, resulting in a weighted
resource allocation approach based on power efficiency and fairness tradeoffs. By adding log-
normal shadowing to form stochastic fading channels, the relation among delay, outage and
short-term power constraints are also analyzed. It is shown that under the specified rate re-
quirements, both relaxing delay constraints and short-term power constraints benefit the outage
performance of the two links.
We need to notice that the theoretical analysis in this chapter is based on Shannon capacity
formula, which provides the upper bound of the maximum achievable data rates. Here the
energy reduction problem is analyzed by inverting the Shannon equation. Although many tech-
niques for spectral efficiency maximization can be adopted similarly from an energy efficiency
perspective, their differences are obvious in a practical communication system. For example,
given a fixed amount of data, using longer time to transmit will generally reduce energy con-
sumption. However, in real communication networks, energy saving can also be obtained by
deploying time-domain sleep modes, which switch off certain time period and thus use less
active time for transmission. This is primarily because that in practice by gating off certain
time period, we can reduce the energy used for operating other radio components such as mo-
bile phone hardware circuits. The sleep mode scheme further highlights the difference between
spectral-efficient and energy-efficient design, which can also be applied for radio base stations
based on the base station energy consumption model. In Chapter 4, we will introduce the
time-domain sleep mode design for radio base stations.
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Chapter 4
Time-Domain Base Station Sleep
Mode Optimization
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we aim to think about energy-efficient transmission techniques from a more
holistic point of view. Starting with the analysis of base station power consumption, we know
that the energy used directly in the transmission process represents only a small percentage
of the total energy, while the vast majority of energy is used in hardware processes such as
rectifying and cooling, digital signal processing (DSP), analogue to digital/digital to analogue
conversion (ADC/DAC) and power amplification. Although reducing hardware energy con-
sumption is not our main research focus, their effects should not be neglected when we design
new radio access strategies. This further highlights the difference between spectral-efficient
and energy-efficient designs. For example, in [97], both radio frequency and transceiver circuit
energy consumption are taken into consideration for designing energy-efficient link adaptation
strategies. In [98], training based transmission schemes are analyzed from both the spectral
and energy efficiency perspectives. In [99], the bandwidth expansion concept is proposed for
LTE advanced, allowing for a bandwidth-energy efficiency tradeoff. Here, we want to take
advantage of our design to further reduce the overall operational energy consumption.
A straightforward idea to reduce operational energy consumption is deploying sleep modes.
By switching off unused wireless resources and hardware devices, sleep modes can potentially
achieve significant energy reduction. Because the users’ QoS still needs to be guaranteed,
reasonable assumptions of traffic loads and network constraints are essential in sleep mode
design. Generally, we expect more energy reduction at low traffic loads due to the flexibility to
switch off more wireless resources.
As we know, using sleep modes for energy saving is not a new concept. It has been widely
applied to many wireless devices such as cell phones and computers due to the use of batteries.
When there is no data to transmit or receive, user terminals are switched to non-active modes for
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energy saving. Regarding implementation, sleep mode algorithms are defined in wireless com-
munication standards and supported by user terminals. For example, LTE uses discontinuous
transmission and reception techniques in the handset [100]. IEEE 802.16e also employs a sleep
mode mechanism for mobile stations based on a discrete-time queueing model [101]. As these
designs are based on the analysis of queueing delay and traffic profiles, they generally refer to
the time-domain sleep modes [102]. According to the packet arrival rate and queue length, the
mobile station can be simply switched among different modes to save energy consumption.
Besides, sleep mode design can also contribute towards energy saving in radio base stations.
In [103] and [104], the proposals of geographically switching off individual base stations at
low traffic loads are discussed. With some cells being turned off, radio coverage and service
provisioning can be taken care of by the neighboring active cells, so as to guarantee that service
is available over the whole network. Similarly, an extended discontinuous transmission mode
for the base stations has been proposed for the LTE standard to handle some practical signalling
issues [64]. In [105], the sleep mode design is further extended to allow gating off a number
of frequency subcarriers rather than the whole base station during off peak hours. Numerical
results are provided, demonstrating that under a given traffic profile and QoS objective, using
the proper number of subcarriers for transmission has the potential to improve network energy
efficiency.
From the network architecture point of view, sleep modes can also be deployed in heteroge-
neous networks. In [106], sleep modes have been used for small femtocells to form an overlay
layer on the existing macrocell network. This architecture not only satisfies high data rate traf-
fic requirements and enables breakthrough services, but also can conserve energy at low traffic
loads. In [107], the operational principles as well as the transition to and from power saving
mode for the femtocell base stations are further described. Also, in [108] a network scale sleep
mode together with the energy-aware system selection criteria is introduced for the 2G/3G sys-
tems. By deactivating the entire system for some traffic scenarios, large energy reductions can
be obtained.
Unlike the above approaches, here we focus on deploying base station sleep modes in the time-
domain using ‘blank subframes’ [14]. Although the concept of delivering blank subframes dur-
ing low traffic loads has been proposed for femtocells and relay networks [109], no details are
provided regarding how to optimize the network and how much energy saving can be achieved.
Here the baseline system we adopt is LTE, and in principle the idea can generally be applied to
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all kinds of wireless systems. The energy consumption is reduced by switching off hardware
processing and radio transmission functions under low traffic load conditions. This generally
includes the power used by power amplifiers, ADC/DAC devices, DSP units, rectifiers and
cooling systems. Meanwhile, the RF energy consumption may also be reduced according to the
LTE physical layer structure. In LTE, the time frequency resources are divided into small slots,
termed as physical resource blocks. Inside each PRB, some part is used for control signalling
while the other part is used for data transmission. Without sleep modes, the control information
is always delivered even if there is no user data for transmission, thus wasting energy at low
traffic loads. With sleep modes, we can switch off some time slots and use the remaining active
slots for data transmission. We can save energy by transmitting less control overhead though
this will have a potential impact on channel estimation and signalling channel bandwidths.
In this chapter, Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 will describe the base station energy consumption
structures and UK network profiles respectively, suggesting the potential energy saving of time-
domain sleep modes. In Section 4.4, the innovations of adapting the active number of subframes
in each frame depending on the traffic loads will be proposed. In Section 4.5, we will provide
an in-depth technical description of sleep mode design, from the basic model assumptions to
the analytical derivations and numerical results. We need to notice that the discussions in this
chapter are based on the assumption of a single user SISO scenario. Also, a fixed control
signalling overhead size is always used under various channel conditions for simplicity.
4.2 Base Station Energy Efficiency Model
The ambitious goal of 100x power reduction in Mobile VCE Green Radio project definition
document is set by taking both embodied energy and operational energy into consideration
[110]. Regarding the overall energy consumption in wireless networks, Ericsson provided a
life-cycle analysis in 2004, using a model network based on the most common GSM radio
base stations and radio network controllers (RNC) [111]. This life-cycle energy consumption
is named as embodied energy, which includes the energy used to make any product, bring it to
market, and dispose of it. Here we ignore the embodied energy consumption and only focus on
the operational energy part.
Figure 4.1 shows the energy efficiency model for GSM base stations. The delivered mix of
energy is recalculated into percentage of the base station consumptions, with only 2% of the
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Figure 4.1: GSM base station efficiency model [111]
total input energy directly contributing radio antennas. From an energy efficiency perspective,
this structure needs to be improved by employing intelligent radio architectures and hardware
technologies. Here, the RBS energy efficiency is only 7%, which is very inefficient due to
the energy loss in the ADC/DAC, baseband signal processing and the antenna power amplifier.
Because one RNC typically handle many radio base station nodes, RBS nodes are identified
as the most significant energy consumers in the radio access network [110]. Therefore, energy
saving efforts must target RBS sites.
Similar base station power consumption measurements can also be found from [112], where
the energy consumption of GSM base station cooling, power supply, power amplifier, rectifier,
ADC/DAC converter, signal processing and antennas feeder loss corresponds to about 13%,
16%, 22%, 19%, 9%, 17% and 1% of total input power respectively. The energy arrives at the
radio antenna for RF transmission is only about 3%. Correspondingly, the figures measured
from an LTE system are listed in Table 4.1, which are based on a 3 sector macro base station
with 4 antennas per sector and power amplifier efficiency of 40%. The top of cabinet (TOC)
efficiency gives the ratio of the combined power output of the PAs to the power supply unit
(PSU) power, and the radiated efficiency references the antenna efficiency and feeder losses
[113].
Although the table suggests that only 5.3% of the total LTE base station input power is used
for RF transmission, the energy consumption of most RBS components is related to this RF
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Description Power In (W) Power Out (W) Efficiency
Radiated power (per sector) 8 501 (27dBW) 18dBi antenna gain
Antenna and Switch 12 8 65%
Feeder 24 12 50%
PA (all sectors) 180 72 40%
Transceiver (all sectors) 180
Free Air Cooling 40
PSU Input 450 400 88%
TOC Efficiency 16%
Radiated Efficiency 5.3%
Table 4.1: Estimated power consumption for base stations [113]
power. A joint consideration of transmission protocol design with the above energy consump-
tion model is important to optimize Green Radio technologies. In [114], the base station energy
consumption is modeled as the sum of a proportional part in terms of RF transmission and a
constant part. While the proportional part refers to the PA energy consumption, the constant
part generally includes the energy used for signal processing. Similarly, a more complex model
is proposed in [115], which further reveals that the RBS energy consumption is dependent
on network traffic conditions and cell configurations. Therefore, it is expected that energy-
efficient transmission strategy design can also significantly benefit energy conservation of the
whole RBS.
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Figure 4.2: Suggested LTE base station efficiency model
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While both academia and industry are putting their effort into reducing energy consumption,
more energy-efficient radio networks and base stations can be expected. According to the
presentation from Nortel [116] and the suggestions from Figure 4.1, our assumptions for future
LTE base stations are updated by employing free air cooling, mast head amplifiers and energy-
efficient ‘Nujira’ style PAs. An estimate for an improved base station designed for LTE is
provided in Figure 4.2. With a large proportion of base station power contributing to antenna
PAs, the energy consumption dependency on network traffic loads will further increase.
4.3 Traffic Profiles in Network
Regarding real network energy consumption figures, Vodafone in 2007 has reported its total
UK base station power as 228 GWh, so with 12046 sites this gives 2.2 KW average power per
site [117]. As sites share equipment, the power per site does not necessarily mean the power
per base station. Also, 2.2 KW only suggests us an approximate average value. At present there
is very little variation in base station transmit power with traffic. According to the hourly traffic
volumes in the network, its significant variation suggests us to adapt the instantaneous network
power consumption with its traffic loads.
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Figure 4.3: Normalized traffic in 3G network in London [118]
Figure 4.3 shows Vodafone results for the average traffic loads during a whole day [118]. These
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data are measured based on the 3G network in London over 28 days. The obtained average
hourly traffic profile is then normalized by assigning its busiest hourly traffic load to 1. In Figure
4.3, the data traffic varies significantly over time, with the smallest value obtained around 6 am
and the largest value obtained around 9 pm. Also, the minimum traffic is approximately 25%
of the peak traffic, and nighttime traffic loads are generally lower than daytime traffic loads.
Figure 4.4: Daily RNC level hourly data volume deviation [41]
A similar traffic profile is shown in Figure 4.4, which is provided by Nokia depicting the data
volume distribution over 24 hours for the RNC on a typical working day [41]. Compared
with Figure 4.3, this figure refers to a specific scenario in high speed downlink packet access
(HSDPA) network, based on the statistics of a single RNC and up to 200 radio base stations.
Besides the normalized data traffic loads, the hourly traffic share percentage from the day traffic
volume is also plotted. It can be seen that the single hour data volume share takes approximately
3% to 6% from the total daily traffic volume. Also, the normalized traffic load is 50% during
the early morning hours and steadily increases towards the busiest hours from 9 pm to midnight.
The usage increases heavily after about 6 pm which indicates that as the working day ends this
is the time for the heaviest internet usage.
Comparing Figure 4.3 with Figure 4.4, it can be seen that the trends of hourly traffic changes
are quite similar, although Figure 4.4 exhibits a smaller variational scale. The nighttime traffic
in both figures are quite low, and most of the night hours have half the load or less relative to
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the corresponding peak time. Although the network location, network type and absolute data
traffic values are not provided, they can give us a pointer towards the realistic traffic distribu-
tions. Based on the above measurements, it is also expected that the analysis from broadband
3G/HSDPA networks will also be useful for the dimensioning of broadband LTE networks.
Figure 4.5: Cells’ data volume contribution to total RNC data volume [41]
Following Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, another interesting problem is how much the individual
base stations contribute to the hourly traffic profiles. As shown in Figure 4.5, during the night
when the data volume is low and mobility is low, the traffic is heavily concentrated on certain
areas (e.g. 14% of cells carry 90% of the traffic at 6 am), while during the day the share of cells
contributing to the total data volume increases (e.g. 38% of cells carrying 90% of the traffic
at 4 pm). This result reveals that the relatively lower nighttime traffic is also area-centralized,
indicating spare wireless resources in most areas.
4.4 Innovations of Time-Domain Sleep Mode Design
This section proposes a time-domain approach for base station transmission sleep modes, taking
the long term evolution system as a specific example. The idea of this design is to enable
the base station to reduce energy consumption in low traffic conditions, while still properly
supporting active user connections. As shown in Figure 4.6, the time-domain sleep mode is
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Figure 4.6: Demonstration of traffic-dependent power control
4.4.1 Possible Energy Reductions of Sleep Modes
Considering the base station power consumption in Figure 4.2 and the network traffic profiles
in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, we expect that employing sleep modes in LTE can significantly
reduce energy consumption at low traffic loads. Generally, this can be achieved by gating
off the base station periodically during off peak times, thus reducing the operational energy
consumption. In real applications, since time-domain switching may introduce significant delay
for data transmission, the maximum non-active time needs to be constrained according to any
active user’s QoS requirements.
Firstly, with sleep modes RF energy saving can be achieved by transmitting less signalling
overhead. The LTE system downlink transmission is based on a frame transmission structure
of duration 10 ms. With frequency division duplex (FDD), each frame consists of 10 subframes
of 1 ms. Each subframe is further divided into two slots, each of 0.5 ms in duration. Each slot
consists of 7 OFDM symbols if the short cyclic prefix is employed. This time-domain structure
is shown in Figure 4.7.
In each subframe, except the user data intended for transmission, we need to deliver the corre-
sponding control information, which includes a fixed amount of pilot signals, some broadcast
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Figure 4.7: LTE general frame structure [119]
channel and synchronization signals, and a scalable amount of user-specific signalling. This
control signalling overhead takes approximately 5-30% of the total subframe [120]. The re-
maining 70-95% of the subframe is available for supporting user data transmission as shown in
Figure 4.8.
Data Transmission: 70% - 95%Signaling: 5% - 30%
1 LTE Subframe = 1 ms in Time Domain
Figure 4.8: LTE frame structure assumption for control signalling and data transmission
In the first release of LTE, the control signalling is active in all subframes. Even if there is no
user data for transmission during the current frame, the RBS still needs to deliver the control
information of all its subframes, thus wasting energy. The idea of sleep modes for energy saving
is to switch off some subframes and only let the active subframes carry user and signalling
information. Since the control overhead in non-active subframes is not transmitted anymore,
the energy consumption due to signalling will be reduced. In practice, if there are no active
users in the cell, or the base station is serving users in discontinuous reception mode, the base
station could decide to switch off the entire frames to further reduce energy consumption.
Generally, the more subframes we switch off, the less signalling bits we need to transmit, and
the more energy we can save in the signalling portion. For example, in Figure 4.9, we use
yellow colour to denote the resources used for control signalling, and green colour to mark the
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resources used for data transmission. We assume that the duty cycle of the time-domain sleep
mode is 50%. The load factor (LF) is defined as the quotient of serviced user data rate divided
by the maximum allowed spectral efficiency under system power constraint. As shown in the
figure, for the first case where LF=0%, we can save half of the energy consumption.
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(a) Zero Load Case (LF=0%):
(b) Low Load Case (LF=30%):
With Sleep Mode (Duty Cycle=50%):
With Sleep Mode (Duty Cycle=50%):
Without Sleep Modes:
Without Sleep Modes:
Figure 4.9: Energy gains of time-domain base station sleep modes
When there are higher traffic loads, such as LF=30% in Figure 4.9(b), it is still possible to
reduce the energy consumption by switching off certain subframes and transmit all the required
user data in the active subframes. Assuming a fixed amount of user data needs to be transmitted
in each frame, there will be a lower bound on the active time per frame, which is mainly decided
by the instantaneous channel quality, the system peak power constraint and the traffic load.
Also, from implementation aspects, active user connections need to be maintained, and the
maximum allowed delay is constrained in order to meet user’s service requirements. According
to information theory, with more subframes been switched off, the energy consumption in the
data portion will increase due to the higher data rate per active packet. Within active subframes,
a linear increase in data volume in the sleep mode case will lead to an exponential increase of
power consumption due to Shannon equation. Therefore, the essence of optimizing the total RF
energy saving by sleep modes lies on how to select the proper number of active/sleep subframes.
Besides the RF energy, the RBS operational energy consumption shown in Figure 4.2 typically
refers to the energy used by the PA, DSP, radio and power supply. With the PA consuming a
significant proportion of the total RBS power, we expect to reduce it by deploying sleep modes.
Obviously, by switching off some subframes, the base station PA can also be gated off during
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the inactive time. It will then transmit fuller data packets during the active time [134]. For DSP
processing, if no signal is transmitted, the DSP processing for a given subframe can also be
reduced significantly. Meanwhile, the user terminal can be informed that it can switch off the
receiver DSP as well, further reducing power consumption. For the RBS radio, the base station
DAC, user terminal ADC and RF receiver circuitry can also be switched off correspondingly,
similar to the DRX mode already defined in LTE [100]. Here, we notice that although the power
supply should be active all the time, and the energy consumption due to cooling systems and
rectifier circuits might not be directly reduced through gating off the PA and DSP, knock-on
energy savings can also be achieved by reducing RF energy consumption.
4.4.2 Sleep Modes with Resource Management
As we discussed above, if we aim to minimize the RF energy consumption, the optimum duty
cycle of sleep mode can be determined by trading off the energy used by control signalling and
user data transmission. According to the LTE frame structure shown in Figure 4.8, this can
be achieved by switching off 1 to 10 subframes in each frame. We need to notice that since
this sleep mode design is in time-domain, the idea can be applied to an LTE system with any
bandwidth, although the size of the control signalling is bandwidth-dependent.
As we know, the LTE system is designed to meet carrier needs for high-speed data and media
transport as well as high-capacity voice support well into the next decade. Its physical layer is
a highly efficient means of conveying both data and control information between an enhanced
base station and a user terminal [119]. In LTE, the minimum unit for resource allocation is
the physical resource block, which is 1 subframe (1 ms) in time and 12 subcarriers (180 KHz)
in frequency. Within each PRB, there are 14 OFDM symbols in time and 12 subcarriers in
frequency. One subcarrier across 1 OFDM symbol is termed as 1 resource element (RE). In the
frequency-domain, orthogonal frequency division multiple access is selected as an excellent
multiplexing scheme in terms of efficiency and latency for LTE downlink transmission [119].
Users are allocated a specific number of physical resource blocks depending on the scheduling
decision at the 3GPP base station.
For the sake of energy efficiency, we assume that full system bandwidth is always used. With
each subcarrier bandwidth being 15 KHz, the total number of available subcarriers depends on
the overall system bandwidth. The LTE specifications define parameters for system bandwidth
from 1.25 MHz to 20 MHz, which correspond to 72 to 1200 subcarriers or 6 to 100 PRBs across
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Parameters Values
Carrier frequency fc 5GHz
Cell diameter D 800m
Total bandwidth B 10MHz
Peak power Pm 40W
Operation temperature T0 290 K
Table 4.2: Model parameters for LTE downlink transmission
the frequency domain. For a single user scenario, we simply allocate all the subcarriers to that
user, thus the optimization is only in the time-domain by deciding the sleep mode duty cycle.
For the multi-user case, different PRBs are assigned to different users according to certain
time-frequency patterns depending on different scheduling strategies. Multi-user diversity can
be obtained in the frequency-domain especially when frequency-selective fading is included in
the analysis.
4.5 Basic Sleep Mode Modeling for SISO System
Assuming a simple single user SISO scenario, this section describes the analytical solution of
sleep mode duty cycle optimization. Under different load factors and transceiver distances,
numerical results suggest significant energy reduction gains.
4.5.1 Model Assumptions
To demonstrate sleep mode design, here we only consider a single user SISO case in an urban
macro-cell environment with the parameters shown in Table 4.2. Using d to denote the distance
between the base station and the user terminal, the path-loss L can be represented according to
the WINNER II urban macro-cell channel model [43] as
L(dB) = 26 log10(d) + 39 + 20 log10(fc/5). (4.1)
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For the specified operation temperature T0, the noise density in the cell could also be obtained
according to
N0(W/Hz) = KT0 = 1.38× 10−23 × 290 = 4.0× 10−21. (4.3)
We further assume a slow fading scenario with channel states changing every frame, where the
fading follows the Rayleigh distribution with unit variance. By denoting the gain due to fading
as h, the total channel gain can be represented as
g = Gh2. (4.4)
Regarding the signalling overhead, it basically includes reference signals for channel estimation
and user-specific resource assignment. Other signals carrying system information are also need
to be configured. Here the system and user-specific information can only be carried by the
resource elements located in the control plane, which usually sit on the first 1 to 3 OFDM





User Data PlaneControl Plane
Figure 4.10: DL control signalling assumptions [119]
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Using the above signalling pattern as an example, a fixed proportion of the control overhead can
be calculated as 3/14+6/(11× 12) = 21.75%. However, we need to notice that this overhead
estimation only provides us an upper bound. In practice, not all the REs in the control plane
are used for signaling. Some of these resources remain blank. The size of the control overhead
actually been delivered is decided by the number of scheduled users, number of transceiver
antennas and instantaneous channel conditions. For the single user SISO case, here we assume
a 10% control overhead, while the other 90% resources can be used for user data transmission.
4.5.2 On/Off Time Optimization
With full bandwidth transmission, we use xs = 0.1 to denote the proportion of time/frequency
resources used for control overhead signalling in each subframe. We also assume that this
signalling overhead is transmitted using the system peak power level Pm to guarantee reliable
decoding over the cell area. Meanwhile, we would like to deliver a fixed amount of data in each
frame which comprises 10 subframes. Without sleep modes, since all subframes within the
same frame are assumed to have the same channel gain, they are assigned an equal proportion
of user data for transmission.
According to the Shannon equation, if Rd bits/frame/Hz is delivered in the current frame using
time td and power Pd, we can represent this as











where td = (1− xs)tf and tf = 0.01 s is defined as the frame length. Obviously, the time used
for control signaling is ts = xstf , and the RF energy consumed in each frame can be written as
E(J) = Pmts + Pdtd. (4.7)
With sleep modes, we can optimally select the number of active subframes in each frame to
reduce energy consumption. If there is no user data for transmission in that frame, we still
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transmit one subframe of the control signalling to inform the receiver, which means that the
number of active subframes per frame Nact can be selected between 1 and 10. Here, to trans-








where tds = (1−xs)tfNact/10 and tss = xstfNact/10. The RF energy consumption per frame
can be calculated as
Es(J) = Pmtss + Pdstds. (4.9)
In order to minimize the RF energy consumption, we want to find the optimum number of active
subframes Nact ∈ {1, · · · , 10} in each radio frame. To do this we relax the above problem by
searching for a continuous valued Nact. We take the first and second order derivatives of Es in






















This means Es is a convex function in terms of Nact, and there is a unique Nopt to minimize the
energy consumption Es. By setting ∂Es/∂Nact = 0, the optimum number of active subframes










where the lambert W-function LW[ ] is defined as the inverse function of F[W ] = WeW .
For sleep mode design, because Nact represents the number of active subframes per frame
transmission, it should be an integer between 1 and 10. Regarding this, the convexity of the Es
function reveals that the practical number of active subframes per frame will be a rounding of
Nopt either up or down. So evaluating the two nearest integer values of Nact to Nopt allows the
minimum energy solution to be identified.
We need to note that the theoretical value of Nopt and the convexity of Es only give us a
pointer for selecting the number of active subframes in each frame. In practice, there are more
constraints that need to be satisfied. Firstly, the system peak power constraint provides an upper
limit on subframe capacity, indicating a lower bound Nmin on Nact to transmit at rate Rd. In
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bad channel conditions, this may lead to Nmin > 10, thus we could not successfully deliver
Rd within the current frame, causing the desired QoS to be violated. Secondly, the power level
used for data transmission could not go beyond system peak power constraint. In good channel
conditions, the optimum theoretical value Nopt may result in a higher Pds than Pm.
4.5.3 Performance Analysis of SISO Sleep Modes
To investigate the performance of sleep modes for energy saving, we define the instantaneous
data capacity as the maximum amount of user information that could possibly be delivered in
the current frame, which is decided by the system peak power constraint and the channel gain
as




This means that the instantaneous data capacity for one subframe is Rm/10, and any data rate
Rd > Rm could not be effectively transmitted in the current frame. Also, the instantaneous
data load factor can be interpreted as the proportion of required user information Rd divided
by instantaneous data capacity Rm. According to the parameters in Table 4.2, we select a user
with a distance of d = 400 m from the base station as an example, and plot its RF energy
consumption Es varying with the number of active subframes Nact under different load factors.
In Figure 4.11, the frame we investigated is the sample selected from a Rayleigh process with
h = 1 and g = G = 10−
L
10 . Here we need to notice that all the parameters in the above equation
take instantaneous values. Although the wireless channel varies over time, the following trends
hold for all the channel realizations.
As the figure suggests, firstly, there is a minimum value for the number of possible active sub-
frames under the specified load factor. This lower bound Nmin increases with LF due to the lim-
ited subframe data capacity. In the case of LF=100% (Rd = Rm), Rd can only be transmitted
using peak power Pm for all of the 10 subframes due to the lack of spare resources. Secondly,
we notice that the RF energy consumption Es is linearly increasing in terms of Nact when
LF=0%. This is consistent with our signalling assumptions, where a fixed proportion of time xs
is assigned for control signaling, and there is no power adaptation for overhead transmission.
Thirdly, the convex energy function Es suggests that minimizing Nact does not necessarily min-
imize Es, and increasing Nact can allow more energy-efficient coding and modulation schemes
to be used. Although the energy consumed by control signalling increases with Nact, the en-
ergy used for delivering Rd decreases because of the relaxed delay constraints. Generally, the
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Figure 4.11: Energy consumption for different numbers of active subframes
optimum value of Nact can be rounded up or down from Nopt in the range of 1 ≤ Nact ≤ 10.
Under different load factors and channel conditions, sleep mode protocols can select the op-
timum integer values of Nact between 1 and 10 to reduce RF energy consumption. For a
long-term process, we further define the average load factor (ALF) by scaling the ergodic data
capacity under a system peak power constraint, thus ALF=100% corresponds to the ergodic
data capacity in Equation (4.13).









In Figure 4.12, we compare the energy consumption of non-sleep mode and sleep mode for a
cell-edge user with d = 400 m under different load factors. In this case, we need to notice
that the required data rate is fixed in each frame, thus the idea applies to the applications with
constant rate transmission.
With the increase of ALF, the required energy consumption increases for both non-sleep mode
and sleep mode cases. Regarding sleep mode, since we assume at least one active subframe
for signalling purposes, an 90% energy saving can be achieved at ALF=0%, but this energy
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Figure 4.12: Non-sleep/sleep mode energy consumption under different ALFs
reduction gain decreases with the increased ALF. When the load factor goes beyond 60%, there
are no obvious energy gains. This means that increasing data rates increases the required data
transmit power, reducing the energy reduction gain.





where E denotes the energy consumption of non-sleep mode, and Es represents the energy con-
sumption of sleep mode. According to the traffic profiles in Chapter 4.3, since the majority of
cells carry very low or even no traffic especially during night time, the proposed time-domain
sleep mode has great potential to reduce energy consumption in realistic scenarios. For exam-
ple, Figure 4.5 suggests that at 6 am, 14% of the cells contribute to 90% of the total traffic,
while 86% of the cells only contribute to 10% of the traffic. Thus on average each cell is 21.2%
loaded. Even at the busiest time 4 pm, 38% of the cells carry 90% of the traffic, an average load
factor of 40.4% can be estimated. Further, the figure indicates that at least 30% of the cells are
usually empty, which allows us to shut down the base station entirely to save energy.
In Figure 4.13, under fixed average load factors, the properties of the energy reduction gain
are investigated in terms of user’s distances. Here, the required data rate Rd decreases with
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the increased user distances, as ALF=100% always corresponds to the maximum achievable
ergodic capacities under the peak power constraint Pm.






































Figure 4.13: Energy consumption under various user’s locations with fixed ALF.
From the above results, we can see that the time-domain sleep mode could effectively reduce
RF energy consumption under low load conditions. Firstly, for any specified user’s location,
the energy reduction gain decreases with the increased ALF. The largest energy reduction gain
is 90%, which corresponds to the zero-load case. Meanwhile, the energy saving performance
of sleep modes is sensitive to the transceiver distances. While the data capacity generally
decreases due to the degraded channel conditions, the energy reduction gain ERG decreases
with d under any fixed ALF. Also, with ALF≤ 60%, the energy reduction gain is obvious.
Comparing these results with Figure 4.3, where one third of the time (2 am to 10 am) during a
day is under 60% traffic load, the time-domain sleep modes are expected to achieve significant
energy reduction in practice.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed an energy-efficient time-domain sleep mode design based
on the LTE physical layer structure. According to the traffic profile, we adaptively selected
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the on/off duty cycle in each frame. Compared to non-sleep modes, all user information needs
to be transmitted during the limited active time, and the energy consumption can be reduced
by discarding the signalling overhead during the inactive period. Besides, the energy used for
ADC/DAC, DSP, rectifiers and cooling systems etc is expected to be conserved due to switching
off RF transmission and base station hardware operation.
It is shown that the traffic load plays an important role in sleep mode design. Based on our
model assumptions, up to 90% energy reduction can be obtained at low loads. While this gain
decreases with the increased traffic, no significant energy can be saved when the load factor
goes beyond 60%. Similarly, when the user moves from cell-center to cell-edge under the same
data loads, the energy reduction gain of sleep modes decreases because of the reduced data
capacity.
We need to note that increasing the sleeping time will not necessarily reduce the energy con-
sumption. Although the RF energy of the signalling overhead can be reduced by this gating-off
procedure, the available time resources for data transmission are also reduced, leading to an in-
creased energy consumption for delivering user information. Thus, how to select the switching-
off pattern is based on a tradeoff of these two factors. By taking the first order derivative of the
total energy, we can find the optimum number of active/sleep subframes in each frame, which
is primarily decided by the data rate requirements and instantaneous channel gains.
Although this chapter provides in-depth analysis of the time-domain sleep mode design, sug-
gesting significant energy reduction gains, the examples we adopted for simulations are based
on a simple SISO model with fixed control overhead size. In practice, multiple antennas are
widely deployed, and the control overhead can be adapted according to the wireless channel
variations. Also, there are more signalling issues we need to consider before switching off the
base stations. This includes some system information and synchronization signals etc, which
are essential for the other cells to be configured or operated. Therefore, which subframes are
possible to be switched off needs to be evaluated carefully according to the current LTE stan-
dards. In Chapter 5, we will further discuss these LTE control signals and extend our current
design to the MIMO scenarios.
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Sleep Modes with MIMO Systems
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we assumed a fixed size of control signalling overhead. In this chapter
we further refine the model assumptions according to the LTE standards [125]. In practice, the
size of control signalling overhead varies with system bandwidth, number of scheduled users,
number of transmit antennas and instantaneous channel state information. Generally, the over-
head size increases with the number of transmit antennas due to the extra pilots for channel
estimation, and decreases with improved channel conditions since less control channel redun-
dancy is required. How to adapt the control signalling overhead given the above parameters also
depends on the network operator’s decisions. In this chapter, we assume a single user case and
provide a general estimation of signalling overhead size by summing up all the system signals
and control channels.
While MIMO techniques are becoming widely deployed, it is also necessary to examine the
performance of sleep modes in a MIMO environment. As extra circuit power and control sig-
nalling overhead are required in MIMO systems, switching off individual antenna ports can also
reduce energy consumption. Regarding this, [126] has introduced the idea of smart MIMO for
IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks (WLAN), which demonstrates that different MIMO
transmission schemes can be adopted according to the channel conditions to improve energy
efficiency. In [127], a mechanism to switch between MIMO and SIMO is proposed to conserve
mobile terminals’ energy as well. Apart from these, the documents from Huawei [128] and the
presentation from Vodafone [129] also suggest that gating off antennas could be an effective
solution for Green Communications.
Here we still focus on optimizing RF energy consumption. According to the LTE physical layer
structure, MIMO requires a larger control overhead due to the increased number of spatial
channels, thus it will consume more energy for control signalling. However, MIMO spatial
multiplexing potentially saves energy for user data transmission. A spatial-domain optimization
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problem is introduced based on this tradeoff. Combining with the sleep modes in the time-
domain, it is also useful to find out the most energy-efficient strategy by gating off certain
number of subframes and antenna ports together [15].
In this chapter, Section 5.2 will provide in-depth analysis for properly estimating the LTE con-
trol overhead size under different channel conditions and antenna configurations for single user
system. After that, Section 5.3 will introduce the idea of switching off a number of transmit
antennas in the spatial-domain to save energy consumption. Based on the overhead estima-
tion in the previous section, simulation results will be provided to verify the energy reduction
of the spatial-domain sleep mode and spatial-time sleep mode. In Section 5.4, some practi-
cal issues of sleep modes implementation will be further discussed. When multiple users are
scheduled at the same time, the energy reduction gain also depends on the adopted scheduling
strategies. In the LTE downlink, frequency-domain scheduling is widely accepted based on
OFDMA [99]. Since the control signalling overhead contributes to a large portion of the total
RF energy consumption, considering the energy consumption including both control signalling
and user data transmission together is very important in designing energy-efficient scheduling
schemes [17]. New optimization objectives may be proposed for building scheduling decision
functions. Here, we will also investigate how to incorporate sleep modes into frequency-domain
scheduling schemes, and the possibility of fitting sleep modes into voice over IP (VoIP) protocol
and legacy handsets.
5.2 LTE Downlink Transmission
In order to design the spatial-domain sleep mode based on the energy tradeoff between con-
trol signalling and user data transmission, in this section we aim to further investigate the LTE
control signalling process to provide an accurate estimation of control overhead size in differ-
ent scenarios. Assuming only one user been scheduled, the two main factors which dominate
this are related to the number of transmit antennas and channel conditions. Starting with ana-
lyzing the LTE physical layer structure, firstly we introduce and describe various control and
data channels. Then a reasonable assumption of control signalling overhead is described ac-
cording to the documented signaling process. The factors affecting this overhead size generally
include system bandwidth, number of scheduled users, number of transmit antennas, instanta-
neous channel state information etc. User data transmission and other issues regarding resource
management are also addressed according to LTE standards.
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5.2.1 LTE Physical Layer Structure
In LTE systems, the physical resources used for control signalling are not fixed. Unlike Figure
4.8, the size of control signalling overhead xs depends on the system bandwidth, number of
transmit antennas, number of scheduled users, instantaneous channel conditions etc. In order to
evaluate xs, firstly we de-construct the LTE control channels within 1 radio subframe. Taking
a 1.25 MHz system as an example, Figure 5.1 provides the general control signalling structure
of the LTE physical layer with 6 PRBs.
Figure 5.1: LTE downlink control signalling structure [122]
As the figure suggests, each resource block contains 14 OFDM symbols (1 ms) in the time-
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domain and 12 subcarriers (180 KHz) in the frequency-domain. Thus there are 168 resource
elements in each resource block. Within each PRB, the main components are the RSs, the
physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) and the physical downlink shared data channel
(PDSCH). Here we assume that there are 4 antennas equipped at the transmitter side. We try to
schedule the maximum number of users at the same time.
Regarding the reference signals for this MIMO system, there are 24 REs equally distributed in
each PRB. They are used as pilot signals for channel estimation. The RSs exist in all PRBs,
occupying 24/(14×12) = 14.4% physical resources [120]. Regarding the MIMO systems with
fewer transmit antennas, this figure decreases because there are fewer spatial channels between
different transceivers for channel estimation. When two antennas are used for transmission,
the RS overhead becomes 16 REs evenly located in each PRB. For SISO system, there are
8/(14× 12) = 4.8% resources used on reference signals [119].
The PDCCH stands for the physical downlink control channel. It is used for carrying user-
specific resource assignment, thus each scheduled user is allocated 1 PDCCH [122]. The PD-
CCH can only be located on the free time-frequency resources within the control plane, which
refer to the REs which are not used for reference signals and other control channels within the
first 1 to 3 OFDM symbols across all the subcarriers in each subframe [41]. Using either 1, 2
or 3 OFDM symbols for the control plane is defined by the physical control format indication
channel (PCFICH). In Figure 5.1, we assign 3 OFDM symbols as the PDCCH region. In this
region, every 4 REs are grouped as resource element group (REG), and every control channel
element (CCE) consists of 9 REGs. Each PDCCH can be composed from 1, 2, 4 or 8 CCEs. We
need to notice that the limited control plane provides an upper bound on the maximum num-
ber of users being scheduled. This is related to the size of each user’s PDCCH, which further
depends on the instantaneous channel conditions.
For the remaining 11 to 13 OFDM symbols, the available resources are used for delivering
user data. This is called the physical downlink shared data channel (PDSCH). For data trans-
mission, QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM are the supported modulation formats in LTE [41].
Together with time-frequency resource allocation, power control is used to transmit the coded
and modulated data symbols for achieving specified user QoS requirements.
Apart from the three components discussed above, the LTE physical layer structure also defines
resources for synchronization signals, the physical broadcast channel (PBCH), the physical
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control format indicator channel (PCFICH), the physical HARQ indicator channel (PHICH),
the physical multicast channel (PMCH) etc [120]. Instead of existing in each PRB, these signals
or channels are only mapped to certain OFDM symbols or subcarriers according to a pre-
determined pattern. Therefore, to estimate the control overhead size xs, we need to add their
contribution and average over the whole system bandwidth and time. In general, the control
signalling overhead includes the following components [41]:
• Reference signal: used for channel estimation
• PDCCH: carries user-specific resource assignment
• PCFICH: defines how many OFDM symbols (1, 2 or 3) are used for control channel in
each subframe
• PHICH: carries HARQ ACK/NACK to indicate whether the eNodeB has correctly re-
ceived a transmission on uplink
• PBCH: carries basic system information which allows the other channels in the cell to be
configured and operated
• Synchronization signal: cell search and synchronization.
Although all the above signals and channels are necessary for signalling purposes, the main
part of the control overhead is still contributed by RSs and PDCCHs, which are delivered using
QPSK modulation. The PMCH is used for radio multicast, which sits on the user data plane
together with the PDSCH. Here we omit the details about these physical channels but focus on
calculating a reasonable value of xs for more accurate sleep mode design.
5.2.2 LTE Control Signalling Process
In order to estimate LTE control signalling overhead, we need to sum up the resources occupied
by all the control channels together. As discussed above, the size of reference signals depends
on the number of transmit antennas. As the PCFICH, PHICH, PBCH and synchronization
signals only exist in certain subcarriers, their size depends on the total system bandwidth. The
contribution of PDCCH mainly comes from:
• Number of PDCCHs: depends on how many users being currently scheduled
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• Individual PDCCH size: depends on the instantaneous channel conditions.
Here we assume a fixed B = 10 MHz system with only 1 user being scheduled. We aim to
study how the PDCCH size is adapted to the instantaneous channel conditions. For the number
of transceiver antennas, we assume SISO, 2×2 MIMO and 4×4 MIMO are available for com-
parison. As we know, Shannon capacity always provides the upper-bound for the information
rate at which we can transmit. According to the LTE standards, the Alamouti scheme is used
for precoding the control signalling, thus the instantaneous channel capacity of the signalling













where M denotes the number of transmit antennas and N denotes the number of receiver an-
tennas. ρ̄ is the average receiver side SINR with ρ̄ = PmG/(N0B + Iint) for full power trans-
mission. The scalar hnm is the channel gain due to Rayleigh fading, which is a random variable
with unit variance.
For the 4 × 4 MIMO case, the precoding format is slightly changed. Taking a block of mod-
ulated symbols {x1, x2, x3, x4} from the layer mapper at time instances τ and τ + 2, two
consecutive symbols are transmitted in parallel in two symbol periods using four antennas with
the mapping pattern shown in Figure 5.2, where [ ]∗ denotes the complex conjugate operation.
Correspondingly, the instantaneous capacity for the signalling channels can be written as
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Regarding the information bits which the PDCCH actually carries, it is called the downlink
control information (DCI) [125]. The DCI size depends on the selected DCI format, antenna
configuration, system bandwidth etc. In general, DCI format 1 is used for the scheduling of sin-
gle PDSCH codeword, and DCI format 2 is used for scheduling PDSCH to the UEs configured
in the closed-loop spatial multiplexing mode.
For example, in a single user SISO system with B = 10 MHz and DCI format 1, 47 bits are
required to represent the downlink control information. These 47 bits further decide how much
resources we need to allocate to that PDCCH. In LTE, the so-called CCE aggregation level α
is defined, representing the control channel coding redundancy. Generally, with bad channel
conditions higher α values are required for the sake of reliable delivery of the control informa-
tion. The value of α can be selected as 1,2,4 or 8, which means each PDCCH can contain 1,
2, 4 or 8 control channel elements, while each CCE consists of 36 REs [130]. Choosing the
PDCCH size according to the channel condition is called CCE aggregation. Using QPSK with









≈ 23 if α = 1,
47
2×36×log2 4
≈ 13 if α = 2,
47
4×36×log2 4
≈ 16 if α = 4,
47
8×36×log2 4
≈ 112 if α = 8.
(5.3)
In Equation (5.3), π represents the number of DCI bits, α is the CCE aggregation level, and
η = 36 means each CCE has 36 REs. Because each RE carries log2 4 = 2 bits according
to QPSK modulation, each CCE contains 36 × 2 bits. Therefore, the coding rate θ can be
calculated as the quotient of the information bits π divided by the total bits transmitted using
the available time-frequency resources.
In the following context, we take the coding rate set {2/3, 1/3, 1/6, 1/12} derived from Equa-
tion (5.3) as an example to illustrate the control signalling process of the 10 MHz SISO system
with DCI format 1. Using the Shannon equation, we can determine the CCE aggregation lev-
els based on these coding rates, since the successfully transmitted information bits are always
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45 α = 8.
(5.4)
Here the unit of CN×M is bps/Hz, while δT = 114 × 10
−3 s denotes the time span of 1 OFDM
symbol and δf = 15 KHz denotes the bandwidth of 1 subcarrier. In order to use the PDCCH
efficiently, we can adaptively select the lowest CCE aggregation level α satisfying the Shannon
capacity in each channel state.
For simulations, we further assume that the user’s location follows a uniform distribution be-
tween 40 and 400 m from the base station, while the interference comes from its neighboring
cell with peak power transmission on the same bandwidth. According to Equation (5.1) and
Equation (5.2), we can calculate the capacity of the signalling channels for each SISO/MIMO
case. Figure 5.3 (a) plots the ergodic capacity over 1000 runs at each user’s location. Firstly,
the channel capacity increases with SINR for all SISO/MIMO cases. Secondly, MIMO out-
performs SISO, while 4 × 4 MIMO achieves slightly better performance than 2 × 2 MIMO.







































































Figure 5.3: CCE aggregation for PDCCH (a) Ergodic capacity of LTE control signalling chan-
nels (b) Probabilities of different CCE aggregation levels for PDCCH
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In Figure 5.3 (b), the probabilities of selecting different CCE aggregation levels under different
channel conditions in a long-term process are plotted. In general, the figure suggests that SISO
requires a higher CCE aggregation level than MIMO. This is as expected according to our
CCE aggregation process in Equation (5.4). Because MIMO achieves higher capacity than
SISO with the Alamouti scheme shown in Figure 5.2, the required SINR for supporting any
convolutional coding rate {2/3, 1/3, 1/6, 1/12} is lower for the MIMO case. Therefore, more
channel realizations in Figure 5.3 (b) can achieve relatively lower CCE aggregation levels.
Although MIMO requires more resources for reference signals, the required redundancy for
coding the PDCCH is generally smaller compared to SISO.
5.2.3 LTE Control Overhead Resizing
Based on the above discussions, we can see that the size of control signalling overhead varies
with different antenna configurations and channel conditions. Assuming a 10 MHz system with
single user being scheduled, we can estimate the size of control overhead by summing up the
resources occupied by different control signals and control channels [131].
• Reference signal:
SISO system: 8 REs per PRB contributing to 812×14 = 4.8% overhead;
2× 2 MIMO: 16 REs per PRB contributing to 1612×14 = 9.6% overhead;
4× 4 MIMO: 24 REs per PRB contributing to 2412×14 = 14.4% overhead.
• PDCCH:
α = 1: 36 REs per subframe contributing to 3612×14×50 = 0.43% overhead;
α = 2: 72 REs per subframe contributing to 7212×14×50 = 0.86% overhead;
α = 4: 144 REs per subframe contributing to 14412×14×50 = 1.72% overhead;
α = 8: 288 REs per subframe contributing to 28812×14×50 = 3.43% overhead.
• PCFICH:
16 REs mapped to the first OFDM symbol over full system bandwidth in each subframe,
which contributes to 1612×14×50 = 0.19% overhead.
• PHICH:
With the smallest scaling factor 1/6 ∈ {1/6, 1/2, 1, 2} for controlling the number of
PHICH groups, 2 PHICH groups containing 2 × 8 × 1 = 16 REs will contribute to
2×8×1
12×14×50 = 0.19% control overhead [132].
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Parameters α = 1 α = 2 α = 4 α = 8
1× 1 6.20% 6.73% 7.48% 9.20%
2× 2 11.00% 11.53% 12.28% 14.00%
4× 4 15.80% 16.33% 17.08% 18.80%
Table 5.1: Estimated size of control signalling overhead for single user case
• PBCH:
40 REs per PRB mapped to the central 72 subcarriers (6 PRBs) during the first subframe
per frame, which contributes to 40×612×14×50×10 = 0.29% overhead.
• Synchronization signals:
Primary and secondary synchronization signals are mapped to the central 62 subcarriers
during the 6th and 7th OFDM symbols in subframe 1 and subframe 6 per frame, which
contributes to 62×2×212×14×50×10 = 0.3% overhead.
Therefore, the estimated size of control signalling overhead for the single user case is summa-
rized in Table 5.1.
In Figure 5.4, we simulated the average control overhead size changing with transceiver dis-
tance over 5 million runs according to the assumptions in Section 4.5.1. As expected, the
average control signalling overhead increases with the degraded channel conditions, due to the
higher probabilities of requiring large CCE aggregation levels. Meanwhile, the major contrib-
utor of control overhead is reference signals, thus using more transmit antennas will in general
require larger control signalling.
Further, we need to notice that the control signalling overhead estimates are dependent on the
total system bandwidth. With different bandwidth, we still need to transmit the same amount
of PCFICH, PBCH and synchronization signals [41]. However, the total number of REs in the
system varies. Using NPRB to denote the number of PRBs in each subframe, we can calculate
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Figure 5.4: Averaged control overhead size under specific user distance
For a single user SISO system, we can use Equation (5.5) and Equation (5.6) to evaluate how
the control overhead size changes with system bandwidth in Figure 5.5. As the figure suggests,
the percentage of control signalling decreases with expanded bandwidth for each specific CCE
aggregation level. This trend still holds for the MIMO systems, since the amount of their extra
reference signals are proportional to the number of increased physical resource blocks.
Besides system bandwidth, another major factor which may affect the estimated overhead size
shown in Table 5.1 is the number of users being scheduled. However, this is dependent on the
scheduler’s decisions, which is out of scope of our discussion. As mentioned in Section 5.2.1,
the maximum number of users being scheduled is limited by the PDCCH control region, which
is 1 to 3 OFDM symbols per subframe indicated by PCFICH [125].
Other issues which may also affect the estimated values of control signalling are listed as fol-
lows. However, these effects are generally minor. The values shown in Table 5.1 can be treated
as a reasonable estimate for the single user case in a B = 10 MHz system.
• PHICH: PHICH is used for delivering Hybrid-ARQ acknowledgements in response to
uplink transmission. The number of required PHICHs is decided by the uplink traffic.
• CCE aggregation for PDCCH: The calculated convolutional coding rates in Section 5.3.2
are based on a SISO system with 10 MHz bandwidth in DCI format 1. For MIMO, the
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Figure 5.5: Control overhead size under different system bandwidth for SISO
DCI size is generally larger, which may lead to different CCE aggregation levels.
5.3 Sleep Modes in a MIMO Environment
In this section, we further extend the sleep mode design in Chapter 4 to a MIMO configuration.
Besides the time-domain optimization, we can switch off a number of antennas to save energy
in the spatial-domain. Although using more antenna ports can deliver user data more efficiently
based on MIMO spatial multiplexing, a larger control signalling overhead is required which
will consume more RF energy.
5.3.1 Optimization Issues for MIMO Sleep Modes
Section 5.2 not only provides more details for control signalling in LTE, but also considers the
impacts of using MIMO. Nowadays, MIMO techniques are widely used in wireless communi-
cation systems, since they can effectively improve system spectral efficiency based on spatial
multiplexing [133].
To start with, we ignore the control signalling issues and only focus on user data transmission.
The achieved capacity of SISO, 2 × 2 MIMO and 4 × 4 MIMO under the same sum power
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Figure 5.6: Spectral efficiency of MIMO spatial multiplexing
constraint can be represented as










where N and M denote the total number of receiver and transmit antennas. The function
E[ ] denotes the expectation operation. The scalar ρ̄ is the average receiver SINR with ρ̄ =
PmG/(N0B + Iint), and IN is the N ×N identity matrix. The notation H is an N ×M matrix
with each of its element hnm representing the channel gain amplitude due to Rayleigh fading
from transmit antenna m to receiver antenna n as
H =

h11 h12 . . . h1M





hN1 hN2 . . . hNM
 . (5.8)
According to the parameters shown in Table 3.1, simulated results are obtained in Figure 5.6.
Firstly, the achieved capacity increases with system SINR for all antenna configurations, sug-
gesting higher spectral efficiency can be obtained under better channel conditions. Secondly,
for each specific SINR value, using more MIMO antenna ports can achieve better performance.
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For example, when SINR=5 dB, we can use the system peak power 40 W to deliver about 2
bps/Hz data in SISO system, 3 bps/Hz data in 2 × 2 MIMO system and 4.8 bps/Hz data in
4× 4 MIMO system. This also indicates that in order to achieve a data rate target, using more
antenna ports is more energy-efficient. For instance, when SINR=5 dB, if we aim to deliver 4
bps/Hz we can only use 4×4 MIMO. If we aim to transmit 2 bps/Hz, 40 W power is consumed
for the SISO case while much less power is required for MIMO.
Generally, the above discussions suggest that MIMO can save energy consumption for deliver-
ing a fixed amount of user data compared to SISO. However, with more transmit antennas, more
energy is required for the signalling purposes due to the larger control overhead size. Figure
5.7 illustrates this tradeoff from an energy efficiency point of view.
Figure 5.7: Comparisons of energy consumption between SISO and MIMO
For both SISO and MIMO, we use the same peak power to transmit the control overhead. With
a larger overhead size in MIMO, more energy is consumed for delivering these extra reference
signals. Regarding the user data transmission, less power is required in the MIMO case for
achieving a fixed data rate requirement. The energy consumption for delivering user data is
reduced as well. Therefore, a tradeoff exists on how to select the most energy-efficient antenna
configurations, if the total energy reduction including both control signalling and user data is
targeted.
If we ignore the hardware constraints on radio antennas and signal processing components, the
above tradeoff suggests that in a MIMO system switching off individual radio antennas could
improve energy efficiency. Thus the sleep mode design in MIMO environments can include
two dimensions: one is gating off radio subframes in the time-domain, the other is switching
off individual radio antennas in the spatial-domain.
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5.3.2 Model Assumptions
In order to design MIMO sleep modes, the following assumptions are made based on the model
described in Section 4.5.1.
• Available antenna configurations include SISO, 2× 2 MIMO and 4× 4 MIMO.
• Use Alamouti space-time block coding to deliver MIMO control signalling.
• Use spatial multiplexing to transmit MIMO user data.
• The peak power constraint applies to the sum of transmit antenna energy consumptions.
• Hardware constraints on antenna PAs and signal processing components are ignored.
• Adapt control overhead size to instantaneous channel conditions with lowest coding re-
dundancy according to Equation (5.4). Select the proper antenna configuration and CCE
aggregation level according to Table 5.1.
• Maximum spectral efficiency is constrained by the available LTE coding and modulation
schemes for each SISO/MIMO case.
Here we need to notice that with MIMO spatial multiplexing, the waterfilling algorithm is used
to allocate power across different MIMO antennas in each channel state. Instead of obtaining an
analytical solution of Nopt as described in Section 4.5.2, we use numerical methods to search
for the optimum number of active subframes in each frame for the time-domain optimization.
Regarding the spatial-domain, we aim to identify the boundary where equal energy is consumed
under different antenna configurations. For instance, if we use SISO and 2 × 2 MIMO as
examples, 2 × 2 MIMO will consume more energy for delivering its larger control overhead,
but save energy for transmitting the same amount of user data. In mathematical notation, this
equality can be written as
Ex,2×2 − Ex,1×1 = Ed,1×1 − Ed,2×2, (5.9)
where Ex,1×1 and Ex,2×2 denote the control signalling energy consumption for the SISO and
2 × 2 MIMO cases respectively; Ed,1×1 and Ed,2×2 denote the user data energy consumption
for the SISO and 2× 2 MIMO cases respectively.
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Under specified channel conditions, the left side of Equation (5.9) is a constant, since the size of
the control signalling can be uniquely determined according to our assumptions. This control
signalling is always transmitted using system peak power, thus leading to a fixed amount of
energy consumption. Regarding the right side of the equation, the energy consumption can be
calculated numerically according to waterfilling power allocation scheme if a specific data rate
is targeted. Alternatively, we can say that the energy consumption is uniquely decided by the
user data rate requirements under the current channel conditions.
Therefore, the problem becomes identifying the data rate Req,11/22 bps/Hz with which SISO
and 2× 2 MIMO consume the same amount of energy for the current channel condition. This
can be written as













where F[ ] represents that the power consumption of the 2 × 2 MIMO case is a function
of the required sum data rate Req,11/22 according to MIMO waterfilling power allocation al-
gorithm. The scalar h21×1 is the channel gain due to fading for the SISO case following
Rayleigh distribution with unit variance. Since the average signal to interference plus noise
ratio ρ̄ = PmG/(N0B + Iint), with spatial independent MIMO channels Equation (5.10) can
be simplified as









m=1 req,m = Req,11/22,
(5.11)
where h22×2,m (m = {1, 2}) are the eigenvalues of the 2 × 2 MIMO signal covariance matrix
HH∗. Similarly, req,m is the data rate delivered by the spatial channel m. Here, how much
energy 2 × 2 MIMO saves for transmitting the same amount of data as the SISO system is
dependent on these variables. Providing specific Rd and ρ̄, the time-varying channel coeffi-
cients h2×2,m (m = {1, 2}) could determine the spatial structure of the MIMO channels. Since
the energy reduction achieved by MIMO derives from MIMO SM, the relative quality of dif-
ferent MIMO channels could decide the performance of the waterfilling algorithm for spatial
multiplexing. Thus the energy reduction obtained by the MIMO system is time-dependent.
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However, by taking the expectation of Equation (5.11), simulation experience suggests that
the average sum energy consumption of MIMO channels converges over time, which can be
represented as













m=1 req,m[τ ] = Req,11/22.
(5.12)
Therefore, with a known average channel condition ρ̄ or transceiver distance d, we can find
the data rate Req,11/22 under which 2× 2 MIMO consumes the same amount of energy as that
of the SISO case. If the required data rate Rd > Req,11/22, 2 × 2 MIMO is more energy-
efficient, since the energy saving on user data transmission is more than enough to compensate
the energy used for sending the extra reference signals. In contrast, if Rd < Req,11/22, SISO
achieves better energy performance than 2 × 2 MIMO. Similar methods apply for comparing
the energy efficiency of 2× 2 MIMO with 4× 4 MIMO.
5.3.3 Antenna Selection for Non-Sleep Modes
Based on the above analysis, we try to optimize the spatial-domain and time-domain separately
for MIMO sleep modes. Firstly, we ignore the time-domain design in Chapter 4 and only focus
on how to select the number of antenna ports for energy-efficient transmission.
Because QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM are supported modulation formats in LTE, there is
an upper bound of the maximum achievable data rate. According to the LTE standard [41],
this is obtained by 64-QAM modulation with rate 948/1024 Turbo coding, corresponding to
Rmax=5.18 bps/Hz for SISO, 10.37 bps/Hz for 2 × 2 MIMO and 20.74 bps/Hz for 4 × 4
MIMO. With the provided average channel conditions, we can also calculate the ergodic capac-
ity Rergodic for any antenna configuration. Thus the feasible data rate target can be obtained as
{0,min(Cergodic, Rmax)}.
In Figure 5.8, we compare the energy consumption of SISO, 2 × 2 MIMO and 4 × 4 MIMO
for delivering the same amount of data rate under given channel conditions. If we use the X
axis to denote the average channel condition ρ̄, the Y axis to represent the data rate requirement
Rd and the Z axis to represent the total energy consumption E, this figure can be interpreted
as the most energy-efficient operating region obtained under different antenna configurations
projected on the X-Y plane.
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Figure 5.8: Energy efficiency regions under different antenna configurations
Firstly, {0,min(Cergodic, Rmax)} has determined the operating region. This is shown as ‘bound
4 × 4’, ‘bound 2 × 2’ and ‘bound 1 × 1’ in Figure 5.8 for 4 × 4 MIMO, 2 × 2 MIMO and
SISO respectively. The data rate requirement Rd which falls outside ‘bound 4 × 4’ can not
be delivered using our assumed antenna configurations under the current channel conditions,
which is labeled as ‘Infeasible operating region’ in Figure 5.8.
Secondly, within the operating region, we can use the figure to identify which antenna configu-
ration is feasible for delivering a required data rate Rd. In a communication system, we assume
the following parameters are already known:
• Averaged channel conditions: can be obtained from either transceiver distance or channel
feed back over a given time period.
• Data rate requirements: fixed data rate depending on user’s application.
We can locate the operating point on the SINR-data rate grid in Figure 5.8 according to the
above values. If the operating point falls between ‘bound 2×2’ and ‘bound 4×4’, we can only
use 4× 4 MIMO to transmit due to its high spectral efficiency. Similarly, if the operating point
falls between ‘bound 1 × 1’ and ‘bound 2 × 2’, we can use either 2 × 2 or 4 × 4 MIMO for
transmission. If the operating point falls into ‘bound 1× 1’, all the three antenna configuration
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are feasible.
Thirdly, Figure 5.8 can be used to identify the most energy-efficient antenna configuration. This
is achieved by superimposing another two curves ‘Req,11/22’ and ‘Req,22/44’, which represent
the data rates under which SISO and 2× 2 MIMO or 2× 2 MIMO and 4× 4 MIMO consume
the same amount of energy, and are plotted according to Equation (5.10). As we discussed in
Section 5.3.2, if the operating point falls in the upper left side of the curve, a higher data rate is
required than Req, which means user data transmission plays an important role in total energy
consumption, thus using more antenna ports is preferred. In contrast, if the operating point falls
in the lower right side of the curve, using fewer antenna ports is preferred.
Here we take the marked purple operating point in Figure 5.8 as an example. In principle,
since the operating point is under the ‘bound 1 × 1’ curve, we can use SISO, 2 × 2 MIMO or
4× 4 MIMO to deliver Rd=3.5 bps/Hz under an average SINR=20 dB channel. Also, the point
is above ‘Req,11/22’ curve and below ‘Req,22/44’ curve, which means 2 × 2 MIMO is more
energy-efficient than SISO and 4× 4 MIMO.
5.3.4 Performance Analysis of MIMO Sleep Modes
Section 5.3.3 only discussed the spatial-domain optimization issues. Combining the time-
domain optimization as well, MIMO sleep modes are simulated in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10.
Here the time-domain optimization is obtained by searching the number of active subframes per
frame Nopt within {1, 2, · · · , 10} in each channel state. The plotted energy consumption are
time-averaged values over 20,000 channel realizations. We can also interpret these two figures
as two vertical slices of Figure 5.8 at SINR=40 dB and SINR=20 dB.
In general, the energy consumption increases with Rd for all SISO/MIMO cases due to the
higher energy used on user data transmission. Meanwhile, when comparing Figure 5.10 to
Figure 5.9, because of the degraded channel conditions, higher energy consumption is required.
If we focus on the non-sleep mode cases, as suggested in Figure 5.9, using less antenna ports
are always more efficient for all feasible values of Rd. This is consistent with Figure 5.8,
since the ‘Req,11/22’ and ‘Req,22/44’ curves at SINR=40 dB are approaching ‘bound 1× 1’ and
‘bound 2 × 2’ respectively. In Figure 5.10, the achieved peak data rate for 2 × 2 MIMO case
outperforms SISO by about 3 bps/Hz under system sum power constraint Pm, while the 4 × 4
MIMO case outperforms 2×2 MIMO by about 6.2 bps/Hz. This is similar to the values of Req
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using few antenna ports can
be more energy−efficient
Figure 5.9: Energy consumption of MIMO sleep modes with 40 dB SINR
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Figure 5.10: Energy consumption of MIMO sleep modes with 20 dB SINR
at SINR=20 dB in Figure 5.8 as well. In generally, without time-domain optimization, using
fewer antenna ports can potentially save energy consumption. An antenna selection criterion
can be obtained according to Figure 5.8.
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With time-domain sleep modes, simulation results suggest that using more antennas is gen-
erally a good choice. This is because the extra reference signal overhead can be overcome.
Although Figure 5.9 reveals that using fewer antenna ports can be more energy-efficient at low
Rd, this energy saving is trivial. Also we notice that with lower SINR values in Figure 5.10,
the advantage of using fewer antennas is also reduced. This trend continues when we further
decrease the SINR values. Thus it is suggested to use all available antennas for transmission
when the time-domain sleep modes are deployed.
5.3.5 Practical Issues of Spatial-Domain Antenna Sleep Modes
As suggested in Section 5.3.3 and Section 5.3.4, without time-domain sleep modes, using fewer
antennas for transmission could improve system energy efficiency; with time-domain sleep
modes, using all available antennas is generally a good choice. Thus in this section, we ignore
the time-domain optimization problem and further analyze the impacts of antenna configuration
on energy-efficient design in the spatial-domain.
In practice, apart from the SISO, 2 × 2 MIMO and 4 × 4 MIMO systems already considered,
we can also use different number of antennas at the transceiver sides. For example. if two
antennas are available at both the transmitter and receiver sides, there are four feasible antenna
configurations: SISO, 1× 2 SIMO, 2× 1 MISO and 2× 2 MIMO.
Regarding their energy efficiency performance, we still analyze the energy used for control
signalling and data transmission separately. For control signalling, extra energy is used for
delivering a larger overhead size with the increased number of transmit antenna ports, since
extra REs are needed for reference signals. This means that 2 × 1 MISO or 2 × 2 MIMO will
consume more energy than SISO or 1 × 2 SIMO on the control plane. For data transmission,
higher diversity gains can be obtained with the increased number of receiver antennas. This
means that 2× 2 MIMO is more efficient than 2× 1 MISO; 1× 2 SIMO is more efficient than
SISO. Combining these two observations together, we can see that potential energy saving can
be achieved by switching off transmit antennas rather than receiver antennas. For the 2 × 2
MIMO system, it is more useful to identify the relative efficiency regions between 1× 2 SIMO
and 2× 2 MIMO. This is shown in Figure 5.11 as ‘Req,12/22’. The ‘Req,11/22’ curve in Figure
5.8 is not needed since 1 × 2 SIMO is always more efficient than SISO. If the spatial-domain
sleep mode is enabled in the 2 × 2 MIMO system, we only need to consider the circumstance
for switching between 1× 2 SIMO and 2× 2 MIMO.
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Figure 5.11: Antenna sleep patterns within 2× 2 MIMO system
Similarly, if four antennas are equipped at both transmitter and receiver sides, we can identify
the relevant efficiency regions in Figure 5.12. Compared with Figure 5.8, using 2 × 4 MIMO
always achieves higher spectral efficiency than using 2 × 2 MIMO. The region where 2 × 4
MIMO is more energy-efficient than 4 × 4 MIMO is also larger than the region where 2 × 2
MIMO is more efficient than 4 × 4 MIMO. This suggests that when 4 antennas are equipped
at both transmitter and receiver sides, no receiver antennas are required to be switched off. If
the operating point falls within the curve ‘Req,14/24’, switching off three transmit antennas is
suggested. If the operating point falls between the curves ‘Req,14/24’ and ’Req,24/44’, gating
off two transmit antennas is the most energy-efficient. If the operating point falls between the
curves ‘Req,24/44’ and ‘bound 4× 4’, all antennas should be activated.
Here we need to notice that although the spatial-domain antenna sleep modes can potentially
improve energy efficiency, hardware constraints can not be ignored in practice. While our
model assumes a sum system power constraint of 40 W across all transmit antennas, constraints
may exist on individual power amplifiers depending on the antenna architecture. While different
antennas are usually equipped with separate PAs, a peak power constraint per antenna may
apply as well.
From a system point of view, since most energy is consumed in base station hardware rather
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Figure 5.12: Antenna sleep patterns within 4× 4 MIMO system
than the RF energy, it is important to check that implementing MIMO sleep modes will not in-
crease the overall operational energy consumption. This hardware operational energy generally
includes the energy used for cooling the base station, rectifier, ADC/DAC, DSP, PA etc. With
specified data rate requirements, we generally expect significant energy reduction for operating
power amplifiers by switching off individual antennas in the spatial-domain [134]. Since the PA
energy consumption typically contributes a large portion of RBS energy consumption, the ben-
efit of deploying spatial-domain sleep mode is significant. Here, we need to note that although
the spatial-domain approach is positive from the energy efficiency point of view, noticeable
downlink performance degradation may happen. Firstly, decreasing the number of transmit an-
tenna ports may decrease the cell coverage. Secondly, since the number of active antenna ports
is related to the decoding process of the broadcast channels, incorrect decoding may happen by
gating off a number of radio antennas [135].
5.4 Other Discussions
Since all the above discussions are based on the single user assumption, in this section we
extend the sleep mode design to a multi-user environment. The issues of combining a sleep
mode option into frequency-domain schedulers are briefly introduced.
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5.4.1 Multi-User Sleep Modes with Frequency-Domain Scheduling
To implement MIMO sleep modes, it is important to analyze their performance in multi-user
scenarios together with the assumed scheduler. As the base station sleep modes are designed
for low-traffic scenarios, we assume that the number of users requiring service is less than
the maximum number of users supported by LTE control signalling. In multi-cell multi-user
environments, since the energy reduction gains of MIMO sleep modes are dependent on the
specific scheduling decisions, here we aim to address the issues of how to combine sleep modes
with frequency-domain scheduling [136] rather than analyzing any specific example.
With more than 1 users being scheduled at the same time, the overhead size would be larger than
the values summarized in Table 5.1. This is because more PDCCHs are transmitted, carrying
user-specific resource assignments. Since different users have different channel conditions,
the control overhead size can be estimated according to Section 5.2.3 if both the number of
users and each user’s channel state information are known. In Figure 5.13, the size of control
signalling is plotted assuming that all the scheduled users have the same CCE aggregation level
and 3 OFDM symbols are used in each subframe for the control plane. The figure generally
suggests that the control overhead size linearly increases with the number of serviced users.
There is a maximum value for the number of users which can be scheduled in each case. Also,
the 4 × 4 MIMO case has a larger control overhead than the SISO case with the same CCE
aggregation level and number of serviced users.
For user data transmission, OFDMA is used in the LTE downlink [41]. A PRB with one sub-
frame in time and 12 subcarriers in frequency is the minimum unit for resource assignment.
With the scheduler’s decisions informed by PDCCHs, different users only decode the data car-
ried on their allocated subcarriers. Assuming the full system bandwidth is always used in each
cell, multi-user diversity can be obtained by dynamically allocating system bandwidth in each
time slot. Meanwhile, with frequency-selective fading, assigning the subcarriers to the corre-
sponding users with the best SINR can further reduce system energy consumption. Compared
with the single-user scenario with the required data rate Rd bps/Hz transmitted over full band-
width, if there are I users with the same data rate requirements and average channel conditions,
less energy is needed based on the diversity achieved by scheduling [45].
Based on the above reasons, the energy consumption of control signalling can not be ignored
when designing energy-efficient multi-user resource allocation schemes. By defining new en-
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α=2 1 × 1
α=4 1 × 1
α=8 1 × 1
α=1 4 × 4
α=2 4 × 4
α=4 4 × 4
α=8 4 × 4
Figure 5.13: SISO and 4× 4 MIMO control overhead size for multi-user scenarios
ergy efficiency metrics for scheduling functions, different energy efficient-scheduling strategies
can be proposed. Besides, the time-domain base station sleep modes can be incorporated to
achieve further energy gains. With a frequency-domain scheduler, the scheduling process can
be described in Table 5.2.
Regarding the time-domain optimization, we need to notice that certain subframes can not be
gated off. For example, the primary synchronization signals are carried by the first subframe
in each radio frame on the central 62 subcarriers. Gating off these PRBs will cause failures
of time synchronization during cell search. Another example is the physical HARQ indicator
Algorithm:
1. Define the peak power per subcarrier for control signalling.
2. For each subcarrier, calculate the number of active subframes per frame Nopt in the
current radio frame, record the optimum energy consumption on each subcarrier with
time-domain optimization.
3. Repeat 2. for each user required to be scheduled.
4. Allocate each subcarrier to the user with minimum energy consumption while satisfying
certain fairness functions [99].
5. Adjust the allocated subcarriers to an integer number of PRBs for each user.
6. For the next radio frame, repeat 2. to 5.
Table 5.2: Multi-user scheduling incorporating sleep modes
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channels. Since they are grouped together to map to certain resource elements for delivering
ACK/NACK information, switching off PHICHs may cause the drop of uplink information.
Also, the PBCH with system information is essential for the other channels to be configured
and operated. With Nopt, we need to be careful when we decide which specific subframes to
be switched off. Apart from these system operating reasons, it is also necessary to make sure
that most subframes are switched off across the full system bandwidth. This will help to save
hardware operating energy by gating off the entire base station, which can be done by arranging
the active subframes for each subcarrier maximally overlapped on the same time slots.
5.4.2 Sleep Modes in VoIP
The basic idea of time-domain sleep modes is to save energy consumption by delivering less
control signalling overhead. In principle it can be applied to any application. Because the
optimization is carried out for each 10 ms LTE frame separately, in principle it can be applied
to delay-limited applications as well. For VoIP, since the maximum allowed delay is 20 ms,
we might use a less aggressive sleep mode with VoIP calls to minimize delay. In addition,
the idea of time-domain sleep modes can be extended to other systems besides LTE. Although
different models may apply, the potential energy saving due to signalling less control overhead
still holds.
5.4.3 Legacy Handsets
Currently, there is a large proportion of legacy handsets still in use. When there is no user-
specific traffic, the time-domain sleep mode can be activated to save handset energy consump-
tion. Then the handsets may be waked up by a special signal when the traffic arrives. With low
network traffic, the legacy network can be turned off periodically as well. For example, a GSM
base station may have very low traffic loads during nighttime, sleep modes energy reduction can
be obtained by delivering less signalling overheads. Although the sleep mode idea can apply to
any communication system, we need to notice that for the old systems which are dominated by
voice traffic, less aggressive sleep modes are generally suggested.
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5.5 Summary
In this chapter, the idea of sleep mode design is further examined according to the LTE stan-
dards. Firstly, the control signalling overhead is adapted to the instantaneous channel state
information, which is called CCE aggregation. Secondly, we extended the design to MIMO
scenarios. Regarding the first issue, we provided a detailed estimation of control signalling
overhead size by evaluating the contribution of all the system signals and control channels.
While the PBCH, PCFICH, PHICH and synchronization signals occupy a fixed signalling
overhead, the overall control overhead size varies with the number of transmit antennas and
instantaneous channel conditions as shown in Table 5.1. Regarding MIMO antenna configura-
tions, energy-efficient spatial-domain optimization is introduced. Although MIMO has larger
control overhead due to the extra reference signals compared to SISO, it requires less energy
for delivering the same amount of user data based on spatial multiplexing. For this spatial-
domain optimization, we combined time-domain non-sleep mode and sleep mode for analysis
separately. Without time-domain sleep modes, we identified the regions achieved by the most
efficient antenna configurations. This provides guidance for selecting the number of transceiver
antennas knowing the average channel SINR and data rate requirements. For the zero-load case,
switching off antennas from 4×4 MIMO to 4×1 MISO can save 75% RF energy consumption.
With time-domain sleep modes, simulation results suggest that using all available antennas is
generally the most energy-efficient choice.
We further analyzed the performance of MIMO non-sleep/sleep modes with unequal number
of transceiver antennas. The results suggest that energy gains can be obtained by switching off
transmit antennas rather than receiver antennas for the non-sleep mode case. In addition, since
the analysis is based on single user scenario, we briefly discussed the issues of implementing
sleep modes in multi-user scenarios with frequency-domain scheduling. The proposed base




In this chapter, the contributions of this thesis will be summarized. By properly allocating
frequency subcarriers to different users, interference can be migrated depending on users’ lo-
cations. By adapting the number of active subframes and antenna ports to the network traffic,
we can transmit less control signalling overhead. Significant energy reduction gains have been
obtained and the limitations as well as some possible future research topics will be pointed out.
6.1 Contributions
Today the energy consumption of mobile networks increases rapidly, which significantly ex-
ceeds the speed of revenue growth. At the same time, excessive CO2 emissions will have neg-
ative impacts on our environment. Based on these economic and environmental considerations,
reducing energy consumption has become an important research topic. The Mobile VCE Green
Radio project aims to achieve 100x energy reduction by developing new network architectures
and resource management solutions. In this thesis we focused on designing energy-efficient
resource assignment strategies, which are different from most of the previous resource alloca-
tion approaches which aim to improve users’ quality of service. Our new schemes took LTE
downlink transmission as an example, and identified the possible energy reduction from the
frequency, time and spatial domains respectively. In general, these energy gains derive from
deploying the intelligent multiple access techniques to reduce interference, and novel base sta-
tion sleep mode techniques to reduce LTE control signalling.
To analyze energy-efficient resource allocation from an information-theoretic point of view,
Chapter 3 has inverted the Shannon equation by assuming fixed data rates and calculated energy
consumption. To simplify the analysis, we started by comparing the energy consumed by the
non-orthogonal and orthogonal techniques based on a two-link scenario, where the two mobile
users can move on the line between the two base stations in their own cell. The non-orthogonal
technique which is also termed as simultaneous transmission, refers to using full system band-
width to maximize re-use efficiency, where co-channel interference exists between the two
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links. The orthogonal technique refers to allocating orthogonal system bandwidth or time re-
sources to different users in order to avoid interference, which is named as FDMA/TDMA-
based orthogonal transmission. With specific link data rate constraints, it is proved that TDMA-
based OT requires higher instantaneous power than FDMA-based OT. However, their average
energy consumption over a specified period of time will be the same. Meanwhile, the non-
orthogonal transmission generally outperforms the orthogonal transmission when the mobile
users are located near cell-center, while the orthogonal transmission is more energy-efficient
when the users are approaching cell-edge. This indicates that soft frequency reuse can be em-
ployed for energy-efficient network architecture design. Further, instead of specifying the data
rate on both links, we have simulated the scenarios where the network sum data rate constraints
are provided. We fixed the location of one user and move the other user from the cell-center to
the cell-edge. An interesting result is obtained by plotting the geographic boundaries where OT
outperforms ST under different sum rate constraints. The simulation results suggest that these
boundaries generally depend on the network sum data rates no matter what rate proportions are
shared between these two links. Apart from these, we have defined a new energy efficiency
matric ‘energy consumption rating’ with its corresponding power fairness index metric. With
new optimization objectives, the optimum bandwidth allocation for the OT scheme is changed.
Also, based on the efficiency-fairness tradeoff, a weighted approach is proposed by combining
energy efficiency and fairness into a new matric with different weighing factors. Finally, we
extended our two-link model into a multi-link scenario. Simulation results suggest that the con-
clusions obtained from the two-link scenario also hold for the multi-link case. This suggests
how to design location-dependent soft frequency reuse schemes given network sum data rate
constraints.
While Chapter 3 bridged the connections of resource allocation strategy design from the spec-
tral efficiency perspective to the energy efficiency perspective based on information theory,
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 took more practical issues into consideration. This is because the
radio base station consumes a large proportion of energy on operating its hardware such as
power supply units, antenna power amplifiers, baseband signal processing, ADC/DAC devices,
RBS cooling etc. The energy actually used for RF transmission is currently below 6% of the
total. Thus it will be good if the new resource allocation techniques can also contribute to the
reduction of the total hardware energy consumption. The sleep mode has been identified as
a potential technique to achieve this goal. In Chapter 4, a time-domain sleep mode based on
single user SISO system has been described. By adapting the active number of subframes in
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each radio frame depending on the current network traffic and channel conditions, RF energy
reduction gain can be achieved due to not transmitting redundant control signalling overhead.
Meanwhile, since the transmission is switched off during certain period of time, the energy
consumed by the power amplifiers, RBS cooling, baseband signal processing etc will decrease.
A closed-form expression for calculating the optimum sleep mode duty cycle has been derived,
taking into account the user’s data rate requirements and current channel state information. We
also defined the average load factor as the quotient of the required data rate divided by the
ergodic data capacity to depict the time-averaged network traffic situation. For constant rate
transmission, simulation results suggest that when the average load factor exceeds 60%, there
is no obvious ERG by deploying the time-domain sleep mode optimization. During the low
traffic conditions, which usually happen at night time, the proposed sleep mode design can
achieve an up to 90% RF energy reduction gain. This energy gain is generally decided by the
average load factors, while slightly decreases with the increased transceiver distance.
Similar ideas can be applied to the spatial-domain optimization by gating off individual trans-
mit antennas. In Chapter 5, we firstly provided a detailed estimation of LTE control signalling
overhead under different antenna configurations, which generally occupies 5% − 30% physi-
cal resources in each PRB. This overhead size increases with the increased number of transmit
antennas, since more reference signals are required for channel estimation. Meanwhile, de-
pending on the channel conditions, different CCE aggregation levels can be selected for the
PDCCH. Basically, a higher CCE aggregation level is typically used for poor channel con-
ditions to enhance the channel coding redundancy. Among the various control signals and
channels, reference signals contribute the largest portion of the total overhead, thus reducing
the MIMO order is expected to reduce control signalling energy consumption. Also, the energy
used by power amplifiers will decrease correspondingly. Based on these analysis, we modeled
the energy consumption of 4×4 MIMO, 2×2 MIMO and SISO scenarios under given user data
rates. Simulation results suggest that with the same user data requirements, using less antennas
can be more energy-efficient. The boundaries which separate different optimum antenna con-
figuration regions from an energy efficiency perspective are superimposed on the SNR-data rate
grid. In general, with low data rate requirements, using fewer antenna ports for transmission
is suggested. With high data rate requirements, using more antenna ports will benefit energy
reduction. Here we also need to notice that the data rates we delivered are upper-bounded by
the system configurations, including the channel state information and the number of antenna
ports. The improved spectral efficiency of spatial multiplexing indicates that high data rates can
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only be delivered with more antennas under given channel conditions. The feasible operating
regions, which are within the minimum of the channel capacity and the maximum supported
coding and modulation formats, are plotted in the SNR-data rate grid as well. Further, we
have extended our discussions to include various of MISO and SIMO scenarios, and suggested
how to extend the current work to multi-user scenarios with frequency-domain resource allo-
cation. Finally, we combined the spatial-domain sleep mode with the time-domain sleep mode
described in Chapter 4. Simulation results illustrate that without time-domain optimization,
significant energy gains can be obtained by switching off transmit antennas; with time-domain
optimization it is generally more efficient by using all available radio antennas.
6.2 Future Work
This thesis has identified promising techniques for designing energy-efficient communication
systems. With the support of analytical results and numerical simulations, both the location-
based soft frequency reuse and time/spatial-domain sleep modes have demonstrated the ability
to significantly reduce network energy consumption for LTE. However, the proposed techniques
have certain limitations due to the initial modeling assumptions. More efforts can be made in
the future to generalize the analysis, or to design practical schemes when targeting at certain
scenarios.
Regarding the frequency-domain approach documented in Chapter 3, the two-link scenario
analysis has suggested how the energy reduction gain is obtained, followed by the extension
of multi-link scenario solutions. Taking the three-link case as an example, we can always use
the energy efficiency based subcarrier allocation algorithm to orthogonally assign each subcar-
rier to the appropriate user. Thus the optimum frequency allocation can be achieved for the
OT scheme. When there are more than three links, the BABS algorithm applies similarly. In
Chapter 3, it is also argued that when the network sum data rate is known, the ST/OT boundary
can be determined without knowing the rate proportions among different links. Thus in prin-
ciple the users which are located within the boundary in a cell can use full frequency bands.
However, this conclusion may depend on the specific models. Firstly, the three-link model still
constrains the three users moving on the line towards the junction point J . There may be more
users in practice who have been scheduled at the same time, and the users can be located any-
where in the cell. We need to verify whether our conclusions still hold for the generalized case.
A system level simulation is suggested to investigate this problem. Secondly, we have ignored
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the scenario where several users are all very close to their base station in the same cell. In LTE,
since the orthogonality should be maintained among them, further studies are required on how
to expand their bandwidth. Obviously, the simplest approach is to let only one cell-center user
to reuse all the subcarriers from other cells based on the BABS algorithm. Alternatively, we
can further study how to assign these ‘other cell subcarriers’ orthogonally for sharing among
several cell-center users.
For the time-domain sleep mode design in Chapter 4, the energy saving derived from delivering
less control signalling overhead. However, we need to be careful when we switching off the
subframes, since some control signals are essential for the system operation. For example, the
PHICH carrying HARQ ACK/NACK can not be switched off when there is uplink transmission.
Switching off PBCH will affect the other channels in the cell to be properly configured and
operated. Synchronization signals should also remain active for cell search and synchronization
purposes. Since all of these signals and channels are defined with a specific pattern in the
LTE physical layer, which subframes to switch off should be carefully selected when the time-
domain sleep mode is deployed. Also, sometimes it is better to adopt the sleep mode less
aggressively, in the case of delay-sensitive applications such as VoIP or when there are legacy
handsets within the cell. Apart from these signalling issues, the current model is based on
single user SISO system. Future work can further study how to deploy the time-domain sleep
mode together with frequency-domain scheduling, or how to decide the sleep mode duty cycle
when multiple antennas are used. Also, the current simulation assumes a constant data rate
to transmit based on the Shannon theory, more practical design with adaptive modulation and
coding schemes can be applied similarly.
In Chapter 5, the potentials of energy reduction by gating off a number of transmit antennas are
discussed. Similar to the time-domain sleep mode, extra efforts on how to solve the signalling
issues when the number of antennas are changed need to be discussed. Principally, the antenna
number change can be detected by the UE from reading PBCH information. The dedicated
antenna configuration or transmission mode have to be changed at the same time to keep the
ongoing service continuity. Therefore, for the users with constant data rate requirements and
fixed location, the optimum number of active antennas can be decided at the beginning. When
the data rate adaptation or the user mobility is enabled, a proper LTE control signalling design
need to be further addressed. Finally, the current work indicates that the sleep mode design
will impact the hardware energy consumption for operating LTE base stations. In the spatial-
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domain, it is expected that the PA energy consumption will reduce with the decreased RF energy
directly. For future studies, other operational energy or even embodied energy can be taken
into consideration for optimization. This will affect the solutions of energy-efficient resource
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